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Introduction

During the early 19th century, many laboratories reported the phenomenon of certain

substances influencing the progress of chemical reactions. In this context the chemist

Jöns Jacob Berzelius coined the word “catalysis” [1]. However, a valid definition of

this phenomenon in terms of the concepts of chemical kinetics was not introduced

until 1900 when Wilhelm Ostwald recognized that the rate of a chemical reaction,

and hence the energetic landscape of a reaction could be altered by the presence of a

catalyst, which does not belong to either the products or reactants [2, 3]. Figure I.1

shows an energy diagram schematically illustrating the progress of a chemical reaction

A + B → C in the presence and absence of a catalyst. The activation energy to be

overcome, E‡, is usually provided by the thermal energy kB T , where kB is the Boltz-

mann constant and T the temperature. Therefore, only a fraction of all molecular

encounters, equal to exp

(

−E‡

kB T

)

, will be successful. An increase in the rate of the

chemical reaction can be achieved by either lowering the activation energy or increas-

ing the temperature. The former is enabled by the catalyst through the formation

of intermediate compounds with the reactants providing an alternative reaction path

with lower activation barriers (see dashed line in Fig. I.1).

If the reactants and the catalyst are in the same phase (gaseous or liquid) this effect is

referred to as homogeneous catalysis. In industrial applications however the catalyst

(solid phase) and the reactants (gas or liquid phase) are mainly in different phases.

This setup is referred to as heterogenous catalysis.

1
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Figure I.1: Schematic representation of the energetics of the progress of a chemical
reaction in the presence (dashed line) and absence (solid line) of a catalyst.

One of the earliest reports of heterogeneous catalysis was in 1823 when Johann Wolf-

gang Döbereiner reported in correspondence with his minister Johann Wolfgang von

Goethe, “daß das rein metallische staubfeine Platin die höchst merkwürdige Eigen-

schaft hat, das Wasserstoffgas durch bloße Berührung zu bestimmen, daß es sich mit

Sauerstoffgas zu Wasser verbindet1” [5] (see reaction scheme I.1).

O2 + 2H2
Pt 2H2O (I.1)

Shortly thereafter in 1839 Christian Friedrich Schönbein [6] and Sir William Robert

Grove [7] reported the inverse water electrolysis process, that is the catalytic reaction

of hydrogen and oxygen gas to water on platinum electrodes immersed in dilute sulfu-

ric acid. In contrast to the redox reaction reported by Döbereiner, the experimental

setup chosen by Schönbein and Grove separates the reduction and oxidation reaction,

i.e. the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode and the hydrogen oxidation

reaction (HOR) at the anode (see reaction scheme I.3 and I.2, respectively), spatially.

The electrons on the platinum anode are transferred over an external circuit to the

1 that finely divided platinum powder causes hydrogen gas to react with oxygen gas by mere contact
to water whereby the platinum itself is not altered [4]
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platinum cathode, producing direct current electricity. Simultaneously, protons are

drawn through the electrolyte (sulfuric acid) from the anode to the cathode side,

where they react together with the electrons and oxygen to form water. Thus, this

experimental setup extends the concept of heterogeneous catalysis to electrocatalysis.

2H2
Pt 4H+ + 4 e– (I.2)

Thus, the fuel cell effect was born; however the development of the electric generator

in 1866 by Werner von Siemens, the invention of the internal combustion engine by

Gottlieb Daimler and Carl Friedrich Benz and the ease of accessibility of large amounts

of oil overshadowed the discovery of this promising means of energy conversion until

the middle of the 20th century.

Today, fuel cell technology is a multidisciplinary concern. One major drawback for

the establishment of this technology (most pronounced for low-temperature polymer-

electrolyte fuel cells) is the sluggish kinetics of the ORR (see reaction scheme I.3).

Even with the most widely used carbon-supported nanoparticulate platinum catalysts

being used as the cathode material this reaction is plagued by high overpotentials in

the range of 300 ± 100 mV [8–10].

O2 + 4H+ + 4 e– Pt 2H2O (I.3)

A detailed atomistic understanding of the reaction mechanism as catalyzed at the

electrode surface could better inform efforts to overcome this severe limitation.

Figure I.2 summarizes the main aspects which influence the energetics of a (elec-

tro)catalytic reaction, i.e. the external parameters (T , p/c and E), the morphology

of the catalyst and the (reactive) environment [11]. The interplay of these aspects

hinders efforts to achieve a fundamental understanding of (electro)catalytic systems

since it makes it impossible to investigate the system in toto theoretically and exacer-

bates experimental efforts to isolate the influence of individual aspects of the system.

As early as 1922 Irving Langmuir had recognized this difficulty and proposed that we

“confine our attention to reactions on plane surfaces. If the principles in this case are
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Energetics
binding energies, energy barriers, . . .

Morphology
structure, composition, . . .

(reactive) environment p/c,T,E

Figure I.2: Relationship between the morphology of a system, the environment, ex-
ternal parameters (i.e. pressure p / concentration c, temperature T and
electrode potential E) and the energetics.

well understood, it should then be possible to extend the theory to the case of porous

bodies.” [12]. However, the strategy of using model catalysts that Langmuir had in

mind was not experimentally realized until the advent of ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)

and surface sensitive methods [13–15] in the 1960s, which enabled the determination

of the catalyst structure at the atomistic level. However, a major task is still the

study of the dynamics at and the processes occurring on the catalyst surfaces at the

atomistic level [16].

Gerhard Ertl, a pioneer in his field, successfully used the tools of surface science to

study heterogeneous catalysis and was thus able to describe processes like the indus-

trial synthesis of ammonia. By performing mechanistic studies of this reaction using

low-index iron surfaces as model catalysts he obtained insights into the relationship

between structure and reactivity. Furthermore, by assuming chemical equilibrium,

microkinetic simulations made a quantitative description of the industrial process pos-

sible. For systems far from equilibrium, Ertl and coworkers showed that in the case of

CO oxidation on platinum the reaction rate can exhibit spatio-temporal oscillations

and may develop so-called dissipative structures depending on the external parameters

(p, T ) [4]. Even though the work of Ertl and coworkers “suffers” from the so-called

materials and pressure gap—as do most surface science experiments—because model
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catalysts (e.g. single crystals) instead of real catalysts (e.g. nanoparticles) and signif-

icantly lower pressures, as opposed to those relevant to industrial applications, were

employed, they were able to qualitatively and in some cases quantitatively explain

many industrial and technologically relevant processes. However, the catalyst mor-

phology is sometimes altered under operating conditions, which would be expected

to impact its catalytic activity. Nowadays, to overcome this limitation high-pressure

or near-ambient-pressure experiments, using adopted surface science techniques, are

performed, in which the evolution of the catalyst can be monitored in operando. The

materials gap is being bridged by introducing well defined defects on single crystal

surfaces (i.e. steps, kinks . . . ) to study their contribution to the overall catalytic

activity.

Dieter M. Kolb was one of the pioneers of electrochemical surface science, in which

strategies and theoretical concepts from surface science are adopted to study the elec-

trochemical interface, i.e. a solid in contact with a condensed phase (electrolyte).

With this approach an atomistic view of electrode surfaces, mainly restricted to metal

surfaces, and simple reactions occurring on them could be realized [16]. Besides

adopting strategies and theoretical concepts, the knowledge (e.g. surface structures,

reactions, etc.) obtained from surface science experiments has helped the interpreta-

tion of correlated electrochemical surface science experiments [17].

A complete understanding of an operating system cannot yet be achieved solely on the

basis of experiments because of limitations on the spatial, time and energy resolution

of available experimental techniques. However, these limitations can be overcome in

part by combining experiments with theoretical calculations. Of course, theoretical

calculations have their own limitations, and much of the success of density func-

tional theory (DFT) in (electro)catalysis is attributable to posing the right question.

Nevertheless, a certain pattern in modern surface chemistry and (electro)catalysis

has emerged: theoretical interpretations of experimental discoveries pave the way for

further advances by experimentalists. A prominent example is the molecular level un-

derstanding of active sites in catalysis guiding the search for next generation catalysts,
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acquired by means of theoretical studies, which in turn were motivated by the experi-

mental discovery of the chemical activity of surface defects [18]. Today, there are cases

in which theoretical models make predictions and lead the way. For instance, for an

electrochemical system very little is known when it comes to the direction normal to

the surface into the electrolyte and almost all of the information we have stems from

theory [16], either DFT or statistical mechanics [19]. These predictions challenge the

capabilities of available experimental techniques and guide experimentalists as they

design new experiments [18]. Knowledge transfer from surface science to electrochem-

ical surface science represents another common strategy when performing theoretical

calculations [20–23] since all aspects of an electrochemical system (e.g. electric po-

tential, ions and solvent) can’t be handled in toto within a theoretical model [16].

In this dissertation tools from theoretical surface science serve as a starting point

for the development of tools suitable for utilization in electrochemical surface science.

These tools are then applied to study the ORR at platinum electrodes. Since platinum

is still the most widely used catalyst for the ORR a fundamental understanding of

this system will provide a starting point for scientists developing next generation ORR

catalysts. Because Pt(111) is expected to dominate real nanoparticulate catalyst sur-

faces, this work focuses exclusively on the Pt(111) surface. As the high overpotentials

of the ORR are at least partially attributable to the oxidation of the platinum surface,

i.e. at typical PEMFC operating potentials (0.7 - 0.9 V [24]), a detailed investigation

of the kinetics and thermodynamics of the oxidation of the Pt(111) surface and their

dependence on the external parameters (p, T ) was carried out prior to studying the

ORR itself on Pt(111). By examining cases of the Pt(111)/gas interface a direct com-

parison to surface science experiments on an atomistic level is enabled. This approach

provides a solid basis for studies of the electrochemical system. From a theoretical

point of view the investigation of the Pt(111)/gas interface combines processes which

occur at different time and length scales (see Fig. I.3). For instance, the description

of the catalyst surface and the reactions occurring on it require an accurate descrip-

tion of the electronic structure or of the interatomic interactions. The dynamics of
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Figure I.3: Schematic representation of the hierarchy of computational modeling with
various categories of simulation methods used in multiscale modeling ac-
cording to the time- and length-scales of the models to which they are
most applicable.

the system depends on the interatomic interactions and can be studied by (reactive)

molecular dynamics simulations. The influence of the external parameters (e.g. p,

T , E) and the (reactive) environment on the catalyst structure, extent of oxidation

etc. can be described by making use of statistical mechanics formulations. All these

phenomena can only be theoretically studied by adequately combining methods from

different scales and thus require a multiscale approach [25] (see Fig. I.3) as demon-

strated in the following.

The point of departure in this work is the development of a reactive force field,

entirely based on ab initio calculations, describing the Pt-Pt and Pt-O interactions

within the ReaxFF framework [26] (see chapter 1 for details). ReaxFF bridges the

gap between quantum mechanical (QM) methods and classical molecular dynamics

simulations (see Fig. I.3). Thus, a length and time scale extension compared with QM

methods and the simulation of chemical reactions compared with classical molecular

dynamics simulations is obtained. Furthermore, a dramatic computational speedup
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(see chapter 1.3.2) with almost QM accuracy is achieved. Good agreement between

ReaxFF and DFT calculations of surface free energies as a function of the oxygen

chemical potential by means of the ab initio thermodynamic approach attests to the

reliability of the force field in describing bulk platinum oxides, as well as oxygen

adsorption and oxide formation on Pt(111) terraces and the {111} and {100} steps

connecting them. Beyond validating the force field against higher level computa-

tional methods (i.e. DFT) experimental evidence for theoretically predicted stable

Pt(111)-O surface phases strengthened the reliability of the developed force field in

describing the energetics of platinum in various oxidation states. By analyzing vari-

ous random walk trajectories at different temperatures of oxygen diffusion on a bare

Pt(111) surface, temperature-dependent diffusion coefficients were obtained within

the Einstein relation. The diffusion barrier extracted from these diffusion coefficients

is in accordance with the bridge diffusion identified by ReaxFF and DFT nudged elas-

tic band calculations. Therefore, besides being applicable for studying the energetics

of Pt-oxide formation, the force field is shown to be transferable to studies of the

kinetics and dynamics of Pt(111) surface oxide formation. Furthermore, by studying

the coverage dependence of oxygen diffusion within ordered overlayers the power of

the ReaxFF reactive force field approach in addressing surface structures well beyond

the reach of routine DFT calculations is demonstrated.

From the force field development and validation it is already evident that ReaxFF

is an ideal tool for more detailed investigations of more complex Pt-O surface struc-

tures. Indeed the force field enabled a comprehensive description of oxygen adsorp-

tion on and the oxidation of Pt(111) (see chapter 2). ReaxFF computed formation

energies for structures with up to one monolayer of oxygen on Pt(111) revealed four

stable surface phases characterized by pure adsorbate, high- and low-coverage buck-

led, and subsurface-oxygen structures, respectively. By analyzing the formation en-

ergies as functions of the oxygen surface coverage of approximately 100 Pt(111)-O

structures four key structures were identified for which reaction energies and barriers
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for oxygen diffusion and recombination processes were calculated. Through a care-

ful analysis of these energetics coverage-dependent activation energies of desorption

and pre-exponential factors were obtained and an entirely first-principles-based TPD

model was constructed to simulate TPD spectra for various initial oxygen coverages,

the results of which compare favorably with and complement TPD experiments. The

surface buckling and subsurface oxygen structures observed here help to explain pub-

lished scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies. These structures are expected

to impact the (electro)catalytic properties of partially oxidized Pt(111) surfaces.

Chapter 3 shows the predictive power of the Pt/O force field used in a hybrid ReaxFF

grand canonical Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (GC-MC/MD) approach [27]. The

automated stochastic sampling of the phase space for various Pt(111) systems in con-

tact with an O2 atmosphere, which beside the MC temperature only requires the

definition of the chemical potential of the gas phase (defined by T and p), allowed for

the theoretical prediction of stable amorphous platinum surface oxides. By making

use of the ab initio thermodynamic approach the expected thermal stability range

of these surface oxide structures for experimentally relevant oxygen partial pressures

was obtained. The existence and location of the predicted thermal stability range for

these proposed surface oxide structures at an oxygen partial pressure of 1 mbar were

confirmed by near-ambient-pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements.

The knowledge of the morphology of the Pt(111) surface under various external

conditions forms a solid basis on which further investigations should be build on.

Therefore, this comprehensive study of the catalyst morphology is the core of this

work and thus presented in chapters 1–3. Possible directions for studying the water

formation reaction (and later on the electrocatalytic ORR) on these identified sur-

face oxide structures are shown in abstract form in the Appendix A and B. In the

case of the studies on the water formation on Pt(111) from H2 and O2 two strate-

gies were followed. The first one is based on a microkinetic model (see Appendix A)

and the second one on reactive molecular dynamics simulations (see Appendix B).
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The microkinetic modeling simulations were perfomed using the MKM/CXX soft-

ware [http://www.mkmcxx.nl/] considering only Langmuir-Hinshelwood-type reac-

tion steps of possible reaction paths of water formation calculated by means of DFT

calculations [20, 22, 23] (which form the basis against which the Pt/O/H force field

[28] used in the reactive molecular dynamics simulations has been parametrized).

These simulations allowed us to predict and explain which compositions of H2 and O2

lead to the fastest rate of water formation. This approach extends the length- and

time scale of the quantum mechanical and reactive molecular dynamics (ReaxFF and

ReaxFF GCMC) methods employed so far, to the macro scale. The reactive molecu-

lar dynamics simulations were performed making use of a grand canonical molecular

dynamics (GCMD) approach, which has been developed within the ReaxFF frame-

work. From these reactive molecular dynamics simulations elementary reactions were

extracted and the surface coverage of intermediate species as well as quantities of

hydrogen peroxide and water produced were monitored as functions of the simulation

time. A careful analysis of the elementary reactions reveals the existence of important

reaction paths not considered so far by any other theoretical study and not considered

in the interpretation of experimental results. A further direction which not only in-

troduces a second metal into the platinum system, and therefore allows for the study

of bimetallic alloy catalysts, but also shows how to close the materials gap moving

from model catalysts, as the Pt(111) surface, to more realistic PtxNiy and PtxCoy

nano-alloy catalysts is shown in abstract form in Appendix C.



Chapter 1

Development of a ReaxFF

potential for Pt/O systems

describing the energetics and

dynamics of Pt-oxide formation

D. Fantauzzia, J. Bandlowa, L. Saboa, J. E. Muellera, A. C. T. v. Duinb, and T.

Jacoba, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 16, 23118 (2014) - Reproduced from

Ref. [29] with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies

The style as well as the numbering of the sections, the references and the figures

have been adapted to fit the layout of the thesis. For the same reason some spellings

have been uniformed.

From the available electronic Supplemental Material, see DOI: 10.1039/C4CP03111C,

only the developed Pt-O force field parameter are shown in Appendix E to avoid ex-

cessive attachments to the thesis.

a Institut für Elektrochemie, Universität Ulm, Albert-Einstein-Allee 47, D-89069 Ulm, Germany.
b Department of Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering, Pennsylvania State University,
University Park, PA 16801, USA.
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Abstract

ReaxFF force field parameters describing Pt-Pt and Pt-O interactions have been de-

veloped and tested. The Pt-Pt parameters are shown to accurately account for the

chemical nature, atomic structures and other materials properties of bulk platinum

phases, low and high-index platinum surfaces and nanoclusters. The Pt-O parame-

ters reliably describe bulk platinum oxides, as well as oxygen adsorption and oxide

formation on Pt(111) terraces and the {111} and {100} steps connecting them. Good

agreement between the force field and both density functional theory (DFT) calcu-

lations and experimental observations is demonstrated in the relative surface free

energies of high symmetry Pt-O surface phases as a function of the oxygen chemical

potential, making ReaxFF an ideal tool for more detailed investigations of more com-

plex Pt-O surface structures. Validation for its application to studies of the kinetics

and dynamics of surface oxide formation in the context of either molecular dynamics

(MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations are provided in part by a two-part investiga-

tion of oxygen diffusion on Pt(111), in which nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations

and MD simulations are used to characterize diffusion processes and to determine the

relevant diffusion coefficients and barriers. Finally, the power of the ReaxFF reactive

force field approach in addressing surface structures well beyond the reach of routine

DFT calculations is exhibited in a brief proof-of-concept study of oxygen adsorbate

displacement within ordered overlayers.

1.1 Introduction

Late transition metals play an important role in heterogeneous and electrocatalysis,

where they are utilized in a wide range of industrial processes. Because transition

metals often exhibit varying affinities for oxygen, the presence of oxygen in the cat-

alytic environment can strongly affect the catalysts’ actual structure and chemical

composition. Different metal oxygen surface states (e.g. adsorbed oxygen, surface
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oxide films, and bulk metal oxides) have been shown to exhibit different catalytic

properties in studies of transition metal catalysts including Ru [30–33], Ag [34–36],

Pd [37–40] and Pt [41–44]. Therefore, the performance of a transition metal catalyst

can depend sensitively on the extent of oxidation, the associated surface morphol-

ogy and electronic structure, and hence on the catalytic environment. Furthermore,

because the characterization of catalytically active surface structures is often techno-

logically challenging and scientifically intriguing, it continues to be an area of active

scientific investigation.

Platinum has captured an exceptional position among the transition metals in hetero-

geneous catalysis, not only for its numerous applications (e.g. in catalytic converters

in automobiles [45, 46], in polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEMFC’s) as electrode ma-

terial [47–49], etc.), but also for the extensive treatment it has received in surface

science and electrochemistry from both experimental and theoretical points of view.

Although platinum nanoparticles are often employed in these applications, these stud-

ies have typically investigated a single elementary process (e.g. oxygen adsorption,

desorption, dissociation, or diffusion) on idealized, high-symmetry surfaces [50–73],

to simplify the analysis of experimental results and to make the problem tractable

for ab-initio methods. Among the low-index platinum surfaces, Pt(111) has received

particular attention, due to its high thermodynamic stability and expected dominance

on real catalyst surfaces. These studies have been carried out with the hope of gain-

ing insights into the performance of real catalysts, however, realistic catalysts — and

even model single-crystal surfaces — are not defect-free, but include low-coordination

surface sites (e.g. step edges, kinks, etc.). More recently low-coordination surface

sites are being investigated by studying vicinal surfaces and surfaces with other types

of regular defects, with the aim of developing a systematic understanding of the influ-

ence of defects. These studies represent the advent of methods to bridge the so-called

materials gap between real and model catalysts.

While researchers have begun to study these more complex surface structures, there

are still a number of unresolved questions related to high-oxygen-coverage states in
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the oxidation of Pt(111). At low coverages of surface oxygen, experiments and the-

oretical calculations paint a consistent picture of the stable surface phases [74, 75].

Norton et al. [76] used low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) measurements in con-

junction with a nuclear microanalysis to show that the adsorption of oxygen from

molecular beams on a Pt(111) surface leads to the formation of a p(2 × 2) oxygen

overlayer, with an overall coverage of 0.25 ML. In a scanning tunneling microscopy

(STM) study Devarajan et al. [77] observed that the exposure of a Pt(111) surface to

atomic oxygen leads to (i) a zigzagged p(2 ×1) oxygen overlayer in coexistence with

the p(2 × 2) oxygen phase for coverages > 0.25 ML, (ii) a dominance of the zigzagged

p(2 × 1) overlayer at a coverage of 0.5 ML, and (iii) one-dimensional (1D) Pt-oxide

chains, which preserve the p(2 ×1) symmetry, for coverages > 0.5 ML. Hawkins et

al. [78] were able to model the structure of these Pt-oxide chains and reproduce their

stability using density functional theory (DFT). Two structures have been proposed

for 1.00 ML coverage. Miller et al. [79] used DFT calculations to help interpret their

in-situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and ex-situ x-ray absorption spec-

troscopy (XAS) results to predict an oxide chain structure. Shortly thereafter Holby

et al. [80] proposed a novel hybrid structure involving place-exchange, which they

found to be more stable than previously published structures using DFT calculations.

While they have often raised as many questions as they have answered, DFT calcula-

tions have proven to be an invaluable tool to complement surface science experiments

in determining surface structures in atomistic detail. Nevertheless, in addition to the

materials gap mentioned previously, typical DFT calculations suffer alongside ultra

high vacuum (UHV) experiments from the so-called temperature and pressure gap,

since technological applications typically require at least ambient temperatures and

pressures. While thermodynamic approximations can be used to extend the results of

DFT calculations across this temperature and pressure gap, severe limitations on the

time and length scales that can be explicitly addressed in DFT calculations make it

difficult to move beyond these non-dynamical equilibrium models (e.g. using ab-initio
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MD simulations) and render DFT methods incapable of adequately describing impor-

tant aspects of many experimental systems. In particular, this has barred the way to

a fundamental understanding of oxygen’s influence on platinum catalysts’ morphology

and catalytic activity.

To address these deficiencies, we have developed a reactive interaction potential

(force field) within the ReaxFF framework [26]. In contrast to nonreactive poten-

tials (e.g. EAM [81–84], MEAM [85], UFF [86, 87], CHARMM [88], OPLS [89], or

AMBER [90, 91]) ReaxFF is able to describe chemical reactions (i.e. bond formation

and dissociation) with almost QM accuracy. While the sophisticated system energy

formulation required to describe chemical reactivity makes ReaxFF computationally

more demanding than nonreactive potentials, it is still orders of magnitude faster than

ab-initio methods.

The values for the parameters of the force field presented here were obtained by opti-

mizing them to reproduce an extensive set of energies and geometries obtained from

DFT for a variety of structures involving platinum and oxygen. These structures in-

clude various bulk platinum phases, oxygen adsorbates at various Pt(111) surface sites

and defects, in conjunction with various oxygen coverages, initial stages of Pt(111)

surface oxide formation and platinum bulk oxides.

A general description of the ReaxFF methodology along with the ab-initio method

used to generate the results, against which the force field was optimized, is given in

section 1.2. A detailed description of the Pt/O force field optimization is presented

in section 1.3.1. To validate the suitability of our ReaxFF force field description

for studying kinetic aspects of the Pt/O systems within either kinetic Monte Carlo

(kMC) or MD simulations, we compare ReaxFF descriptions of oxygen diffusion and

displacement processes on Pt(111) with independent DFT calculations and experi-

mental results in section 1.3.2.
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1.2 Methodology

1.2.1 ReaxFF

ReaxFF is a reactive molecular dynamics (MD) method that uses a bond-order-

dependent potential energy formulation, in conjunction with time-dependent, polar-

izable charge descriptions, to continuously describe bond formation and cleavage in a

wide range of chemical environments. Like the Tersoff [92] and Brenner [93] potentials,

it is based on Pauling’s idea of mapping bond distances onto bond orders in order to

enable the determination of the different quantum chemical states of a structure [94].

Thus ReaxFF is able to describe electronic-structure-dependent chemical properties

of atoms, without containing explicit descriptions of individual electrons. The general

form of the ReaxFF potential is:

Esystem = Ebond + Eval + Etors + Eover

+ Eunder + EvdW + ECoulomb, (1.1)

where Esystem is the total potential energy of the system, Ebond is the covalent bond

energy, Eval and Etors are the energies associated with three-body valence angle strains

and four-body torsional angle strains, Eover and Eunder are energy penalties which

enforce valency, and ECoulomb and EvdW are the energies associated with electrostatic

and dispersive interactions. The first three energy contributions are functions of the

bond order, which is, in general, defined as:

BOij = BOσ
ij +BOπ

ij +BOππ
ij

= exp

[

pbo1

(

rσij
r0

)pbo2]

+ exp

[

pbo3

(

rπij
r0

)pbo4]

+ exp

[

pbo5

(

rππij
r0

)pbo6]

, (1.2)
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where BOij is the bond order between atoms i and j, rij the inter-atomic distance,

r0 the equilibrium bond distance, and the pbo terms are empirical parameters. The

dependence of these energy contributions on bond order ensures that the overall sys-

tem energy is a continuous function of the inter-atomic distances, so that there are no

discontinuities as σ, π, and ππ bonds or other potential energy contributions vanish

or appear. Furthermore, it ensures that the potential energy surface is differentiable,

thus enabling direct calculation of inter-atomic forces. For instance, the covalent bond

energy is then given by:

Ebond = −De · BOij · exp[pbe1(1− (BOij)
pbe2)], (1.3)

where De corresponds to the bond dissociation energy and the pbe terms are empir-

ical parameters. Electrostatic and dispersive interactions are calculated between all

atom pairs regardless of their connectivity. Both terms are directly calculated from

the inter-atomic distance, but have no direct dependance on the bond order. Elec-

trostatic interactions are described via a variable-charge electrostatic description that

computes the partial charge of individual atoms using a self-consistent electron equi-

libration method (EEM) developed by Mortier et al. [95]. The full expressions for

each of these terms are given and explained in the first publication on the ReaxFF

methodology and its application to hydrocarbon chemistry from 2001 [26]. Since then

the ReaxFF approach has been successfully extended to the treatment of a multitude

of other chemical systems, including both metals [96–98] and metal oxides [27, 99–

102]. Empirical parameters are obtained by optimizing them, so that ReaxFF is able

to reproduce data obtained from higher level ab-initio calculations or experiments.

The optimization procedure utilizes a successive one-parameter search technique de-

scribed previously [100, 103]. The transferability of the optimized parameters can be

validated by testing their ability to reproduce DFT-data not used in the optimization.
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1.2.2 DFT

DFT calculations employed SeqQuest [104, 105], a periodic DFT code with localized

basis sets comprised of linear combinations of Gaussian functions, within the gener-

alized gradient approximation (GGA) exchange-correlation functional developed by

Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [106] (PBE). A standard (non-local), norm-conserving

pseudopotential [107] replaced the 68 core electrons of each Pt atom, leaving the 5d -

and 6s-electrons in the valence space and invoking a non linear core correction [108].

Valence electrons were described using optimized, “double-ζ plus polarization”-type,

contracted Gaussian functions. Calculations involving Pt(111) terraces were per-

formed on a seven-layer slab, in which the lowest two layers were fixed to the cal-

culated bulk crystal structure, while the remaining five surface layers were allowed to

fully relax to < 0.026 eV/Å. Integrations in reciprocal space were performed using a

Brillouin zone (BZ) sampling of 19 × 19 Monkhorst-Pack k -points for the 1×1 unit

cell, while integrations in real space were performed on a grid spacing of 0.14 Å. The

vicinal Pt(111) surfaces were modeled as seven-layer slabs, in which the lowest three

layers were fixed to the calculated bulk crystal structure, using a BZ sampling of

5 × 19 Monkhorst-Pack k -points for the 4×1 unit cell and a grid spacing of 0.14 Å.

Analogous parameters were used for calculating bulk structures.
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1.3 Results and Discussion

1.3.1 Force field development: optimization and validation

Training and transferability of Pt-Pt interactions

Training of bulk phases. The force field description of the Pt-Pt interactions was

obtained by optimizing the relevant empirical force field parameters so that ReaxFF

could reproduce energies and structures for bulk platinum obtained from DFT calcu-

lations. These bulk structures included uniform expansions and compressions of face

centered cubic (fcc), ideal hexagonal close-packed (hcp), body centered cubic (bcc),

simple cubic (sc), diamond (dia), and β-tungsten (βW) bulk phases of platinum. Fig-

ure 1.1 shows the equations of state obtained from our ReaxFF force field after the

optimization procedure, along with those obtained from the employed DFT-PBE cal-

culations. ReaxFF reproduces the atomic energies (Eatom) and volumes (Vatom) of

the minimum energy structures, along with the curvature near these minima for the

low-energy phases. The curves for the hcp phase illustrated in Fig. 1.1 a) and b), for

ReaxFF and DFT-PBE, respectively, were obtained for structures with the idealized

c/a ratio. If instead the optimized c/a ratio is used ReaxFF predicts that bulk plat-

inum should undergo a phase transition from the fcc phase to the hcp phase, at high

pressures. This prediction is in agreement with both experimental observations and

theoretical calculations [109]. Deviations for the less stable high-energy phases, i.e.

sc and dia, result from putting less weight on the description of these phases during

the force field optimization. In Fig. 1.1 it is easily seen that the force field qualita-

tively reproduces the preference of all bulk phases considered. Table 1.1 summarizes

physical constants calculated from the ReaxFF and DFT-PBE equations of state data

for the platinum bulk phases using the four-parameter equation of state fit for solids

developed by Li et al. [110]. Literature values obtained from other methods (the em-

bedded atom method (EAM) [83], modified embedded atom method (MEAM) [111]

and the tight binding (TB) [112]), which were explicitly designed to reproduce such
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Figure 1.1: Equations of state, using the equations developed by Li et al. [110] for
bulk platinum structures calculated with a) ReaxFF and b) DFT-PBE.

bulk material properties, are also presented for the sake of comparison. Focusing on

the fcc bulk phase, ReaxFF yields the same value for the cohesive energy as EAM

and MEAM. These underestimate the experimental value by a mere 0.07 eV, whereas

the DFT-PBE calculations overestimate this value by 0.38 eV. The optimal lattice

constant was input as an independent parameter into the EAM and MEAM force

field and thus matches the experimental value of 3.92 Å exactly. Although ReaxFF

does not have an independent parameter for this quantity, it is able to reproduce the

experimental value with an error of only +0.03 Å. This is comparable to the errors

obtained using the DFT-PBE (+0.05 Å) and TB (+0.02 Å) methods. The bulk mod-

ulus calculated using MEAM matches the experimental value exactly, while EAM

shows a minor underestimation. Both ReaxFF and DFT-PBE substantially under-

estimate the experimental value by 49 and 38 GPa respectively, and TB exceeds the

experimental value by 30 GPa. Considering the remaining two calculated material

constants for the fcc bulk phase, it is evident that the ReaxFF-calculated melting

point of 2078 K yields the best agreement with experiment (2041 K) [116] . The

DFT-PBE and MEAM methods exceed the experimentally determined melting point

by 77 K and 333 K respectively. The linear thermal expansion coefficient is simi-

larly underestimated by both DFT-PBE and ReaxFF, and overestimated by MEAM.
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Table 1.1: Calculated physical constants for bulk platinum phases. Lattice constants
(a) are reported in Å, cohesive energies (Ec) and energies of formation
relative to the fcc structure (∆Ec) are reported in eV, bulk moduli (B) in
GPa, linear thermal expansion coefficients (α) in 10−6 K−1, and melting
points (Tm) in degrees Kelvin. Experimental values from aRef. [113], bRef.
[114] (293.15 K), cRef. [115], dRef. [116] (300 K), and eRef. [109] correspond
to absolute zero if the temperature is not explicitly given in parentheses.

Phase Phys. const. ReaxFF DFT-PBE EAM (1986) [83] TB (1996) [112] MEAM (2003) [111] Exp.

fcc a 3.95 3.97 3.92 3.90 3.92 3.92a

Ec 5.77 6.24 5.77 — 5.77 5.84a

B 239 250 283 318 288 228b ,288c

α 7.47 7.52 — — 9.20 8.80d

Tm 2078 2118 — — 2374 2041d

bcc a 3.13 3.16 — — 3.09

Ec 5.65 6.24 — — 5.49

B 223 249 — — —

∆Ec 0.12 0.00 — 0.13 0.28 0.16e

sc a 2.75 2.62 — — 2.60

Ec 4.53 5.80 — — 5.01

B 83 186 — — —

∆Ec 1.24 0.44 — 1.07 0.76

βW a 4.96 5.05 — — —

Ec 5.65 6.06 — — —

B 225 243 — — —

∆Ec 0.12 0.17 — 0.35 —

hcp a 3.14 3.15 — — 3.11

c 5.13 5.10 — — 5.13

Ec 5.77 6.24 — — 5.75

B 237 255 — — —

∆Ec 0.00 0.00 — 0.06 0.02 0.03e

dia a 6.47 5.77 — — 5.92

Ec 3.97 4.99 — — 4.06

B 42 131 — — —

∆Ec 1.80 1.25 — 2.30 1.71

ReaxFF reproduces the qualitative trends for the formation energies of the remaining

platinum bulk phases relative to the fcc phase quite well. However, ReaxFF is not

able to capture the minuscule, experimentally [109] observed difference of 0.03 eV in

the cohesive energies between the platinum fcc and hcp bulk phases. In the case of the

c/a ratio for the hcp phase there is no experimental value for comparison; however,

the ratio obtained from ReaxFF (1.44) is smaller than the ratio obtained from MEAM

(1.65), resulting in more densely packed structures. The success of the semi-empirical

EAM and MEAM potentials in reproducing the bulk properties (lattice constant, co-

hesive energy and bulk modulus) is not surprising, since they were explicitly trained

to reproduce these properties. In contrast our ReaxFF description was not primarily
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Table 1.2: Calculated surface energies (γ) for low-index platinum surfaces and energies
of formation (∆γx = γx − γ111) relative to the (111) surface are reported
in J m−2. The experimental value [118] of 2.49 J m−2 is for polycrystalline
platinum (room temperature value extrapolated to 0 K).

Surface energy ReaxFF DFT-PBE EAM MEAM TB FCD-LMTO FP-KKR MEAM

(1986) [83] (1992) [85] (1996) [112] (1998) [119] (2002) [120] (2003) [111]

γ111 1.68 1.62 1.44 1.66 2.51 2.30 2.31 1.71

γ100 1.89 2.02 1.65 2.13 2.83 2.73 2.65 2.29

∆γ100 0.21 0.40 0.21 0.47 0.32 0.43 0.34 0.58

γ110 2.02 2.14 1.75 2.17 2.97 2.82 2.91 2.33

∆γ110 0.34 0.52 0.31 0.51 0.46 0.52 0.60 0.62

designed to reproduce bulk material properties, but rather to describe chemical reac-

tions. Nevertheless, these results demonstrate that ReaxFF is a valid alternative for

modeling bulk material properties as well.

Transferability to low-index surfaces. Because ReaxFF was trained to describe

platinum in the various coordination states involved in the different bulk phases, the

force field is able to describe surface platinum states (where lower coordination num-

bers are present) with minimal further optimization of the Pt-Pt force field param-

eters. The success of this sort of extension has already been demonstrated in the

development of a ReaxFF force field describing gold [97]. Here the only platinum

structures with surfaces used in the optimization of the Pt-Pt force field parameters

were small platinum clusters with up to 35 atoms reported in an earlier DFT study

[117]. To validate the applicability of our ReaxFF force field description for platinum

surface structures we report surface energies of unreconstructed low Miller-index sur-

faces, i.e. Pt(111), Pt(100) and Pt(110). In the first two columns of values in Tab. 1.2

we report surface energies obtained from ReaxFF and DFT-PBE calculations, which

were carried out using the same parameters as those used in the calculations for force

field optimization. Both the absolute and relative surface energies are in good agree-

ment, with the more stable surfaces showing stronger agreement. This was also the

case when we considered more and less stable bulk phases of platinum. For the sake of

comparison we also report surface energies obtained from experiment and other com-

putational methods. In addition to the methods mentioned previously in section 1.3.1
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(EAM, MEAM and TB; see Tab. 1.1) we also report values obtained from a second

MEAM potential by Baskes [85], the Green’s function based full-potential screened

Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (FP-KKR) method [120], and the full charge density (FCD-

LMTO) method [119]. Under the assumption that polycrystalline platinum is mainly

composed of a mixture of (111), (100) and (110) facets, the electronic structure calcu-

lations (FCD-LMTO, FP-KKR, TB) capture the experimentally determined surface

energy reasonably well. Our DFT-PBE calculations appear to underestimate the sur-

face energies. Our ReaxFF force field does the same, as do the other semi-empirical

potentials. All methods qualitatively reproduce the generally agreed upon thermo-

dynamic stability sequence for fcc metals in vacuum, i.e. (111) > (100) > (110). It

should be pointed out, that although surface energies were not explicitly included in

the ReaxFF parametrization, surface energies obtained from ReaxFF are in qualitative

agreement with experimental observations and results from the other computational

methods. Hence our Pt-Pt force field description could be successfully applied to

study a wide range of platinum systems, just as a comparable ReaxFF description of

gold [97] has been fruitfully applied to study phenomena such as diffusion of ad-atoms

on low-index surfaces and defects, the stability and morphology of molecular clusters

and nanoparticles and even the elongation and rupture of nanowires [121].

Training of Pt-O interactions

Bulk PtxOy phases. The Pt-O parameters were obtained by optimizing them

so that the equations of state of various bulk platinum-oxide phases, i.e. α-PtO2,

β-PtO2, PtO and Pt3O4 (see Fig. 1.2) are accurately described by ReaxFF. Table 1.3

summarizes the crystallographic parameters and formation energies for these bulk ox-

ides, as measured experimentally, as computed with DFT-PBE [21] and as reproduced

by our ReaxFF force field after optimization. Because the potential energy surfaces

obtained using our force field for the platinum oxides were relatively flat with mul-

tiple local minima, care was taken to perform structural optimization in such a way

that the minimized structures resembled the DFT and experimental structures. The
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Table 1.3: Comparison of structural parameters for bulk platinum oxide phases, ob-
tained from ReaxFF, DFT-PBE and experiments. The parameters include
the space group, lattice vector lengths (a, b, and c reported in Å) and
angles between the lattice vectors (α, β, and γ reported in ◦). The energies
of formation (∆fE) are reported in eV per oxygen atom and referenced to
bulk platinum and molecular oxygen.

System Space group Crystal

structure

ReaxFF DFT-PBE [21] Exp. [122–125]

α-PtO2 P3̄m1 a = 3.160 α = 90 a = 3.153 α = 90 a = 3.100 α = 90

b = 3.160 β = 90 b = 3.153 β = 90 b = 3.100 β = 90

c = 4.755 γ =120 c = 4.545 γ = 120 c = 4.161 γ = 120

β-PtO2 Pnnm a = 4.584 α = 90 a = 4.631 α = 90 a = 4.484 α = 90

b = 4.639 β = 90 b = 4.523 β = 90 b = 4.539 β = 90

c = 3.236 γ = 90 c = 3.193 γ = 90 c = 3.136 γ = 90

PtO P42/mmc a = 3.255 α = 90 a = 3.133 α = 90 a = 3.043 α = 90

b = 3.255 β = 90 b = 3.133 β = 90 b = 3.043 β = 90

c = 5.334 γ = 90 c = 5.450 γ = 90 c = 5.345 γ = 90

Pt3O4 Pm3̄n a = 5.712 α = 90 a = 5.678 α = 90 a = 5.585 α = 90

b = 5.712 β = 90 b = 5.678 β = 90 b = 5.585 β = 90

c = 5.712 γ = 90 c = 5.678 γ = 90 c = 5.585 γ = 90

System Space group ∆fE

ReaxFF DFT-PBE [21] DFT [126] Exp. [127]

α-PtO2 P3̄m1 −0.64 −0.72 −0.62 −0.69

β-PtO2 Pnnm −0.40 −0.72 −0.64 −0.69

PtO P42/mmc −0.50 −0.49 −0.41

Pt3O4 Pm3̄n −0.25 −0.68

force field is able to reproduce the lattice vectors of these oxides within < 0.2 Å. The

energies of formation were calculated using (Eq. 1.4):

∆fE =
1

y

[

EPtxOy − xEbulk
Pt −

y

2

(

Egas
O2

+ EZPE
O2

)

]

, (1.4)

where EPtxOy is the total binding energy of the bulk platinum oxide phase, Ebulk
Pt

is the cohesive energy of fcc bulk platinum, Egas
O2

is the total energy of a O2 gas-

phase molecule (−5.60 eV; the O-O parameters are taken from [128, 129]), and EZPE
O2

(as calculated within the harmonic approximation, i.e. 639.16 cm−1; exp. [130]

787.38 cm−1) is the zero point energy correction. The α-PtO2 is the most stable bulk

platinum oxide phase in both DFT-PBE [21] (−0.72 eV) and ReaxFF (−0.64 eV)

calculations. The experimental value [127] (−0.69 eV) lies between these DFT-PBE

and ReaxFF results. Both experimental measurements [127] (−0.69 eV) and DFT
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(a) α-PtO2 (b) β-PtO2 (c) PtO (d) Pt3O4

Figure 1.2: ReaxFF optimized crystal structures of various bulk PtxOy phases. Gray
spheres represent platinum atoms; red spheres represent oxygen atoms.

calculations [21] find the β-PtO2 (−0.72 eV) structure to be equally stable to the

α-PtO2. Unfortunately, the ReaxFF force field underestimates the stability of the

β-PtO2 phase by 0.24 eV per oxygen atom under the assumption that the α and β

phases are equally stable. ReaxFF is able to well reproduce the stability of the bulk

PtO phase (∆fE = −0.50 eV) as computed with DFT-PBE [21] (∆fE = −0.49 eV).

The quantitative agreement for the PtO phase can be explained by the presence of

surface oxide structures which resemble the bulk PtO phase in the training set used for

optimization (see section 1.3.1 for details). The largest deviation is encountered in the

case of the bulk Pt3O4 phase (∆fE= −0.25 eV for ReaxFF; ∆fE = −0.68 eV for DFT-

PBE [21]). It is not surprising that our ReaxFF force field description underestimates

the stabilities of the β-PtO2 and Pt3O4 phases, because our parameter optimization

focused on the α-PtO2 and PtO phases. Indeed, surface oxides on low-index platinum

surfaces are known to resemble these two bulk phases [131]. Nevertheless, the most

important structural features of all four bulk oxide phases are well described by our

force field. Furthermore, because the thermodynamic stabilities of the two critical

phases are captured almost exactly the force field should be suitable for investigating

bulk oxide formation, low-index oxide surfaces and oxide thin films on low-index

platinum surfaces.
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O adsorption and absorption on Pt(111). In addition to the bulk PtxOy

phases, adsorbates on Pt(111) and Pt(111) surface oxides were used in the optimiza-

tion of the Pt-O parameters. Target values for oxygen binding energies (referenced to

gas phase O2, without including the zero point energy correction) at high-symmetry

adsorption sites (i.e. fcc, hcp, top and bridge site) on Pt(111) were taken from

previously published DFT cluster calculations [132]. A more detailed discussion of

adsorption at these high-symmetry sites can be found in section 1.3.2. Additional pe-

riodic DFT-PBE calculations were performed on p(3 × 3), p(2 × 2), (
√
3 ×

√
3)R30,

and p(2 ×1) overlayer structures to quantify the influence of coverage dependance on

the binding energy of fcc-adsorbed oxygen at coverages between 0.11 ML to 0.50 ML

(Fig. 1.3c) (a)-(d)), where a monolayer (ML) is defined as the ratio between the num-

ber of adsorbates and the number of substrate atoms in the top surface layer. As

can be seen in Tab. 1.4, the binding energies per oxygen atom for these structures

as calculated using the optimized ReaxFF force field agree with the corresponding

target binding energies calculated with DFT-PBE. Both sets of binding energies are

in good agreement with other published theoretical values [74, 75, 133]. Both ReaxFF

and DFT-PBE find that the oxygen atoms in the p(2 ×2) overlayer, corresponding to

0.25 ML, adsorb most strongly to the surface. The energetic preference for this over-

layer is more pronounced in the ReaxFF calculations than in the DFT-PBE results.

The existence of an energetically optimal surface coverage is generally attributed to

attractive lateral interactions resulting from surface relaxation and local changes in

surface electronic structure and bonding, which are able to overcome the Coulomb

repulsions between adsorbates in particular overlayer structures [134]. To better

facilitate comparison between surfaces with different oxygen coverages, we calculated

the surface free energies as a function of the chemical potential of oxygen (as deter-

mined by its temperature and partial pressure) for four oxygen overlayers (Fig. 1.3

c) (a)-(d)) and two Pt(111) surface oxides (Fig. 1.3 c) (e)-(f)) within the ab-initio

thermodynamics approach [136–139]. The results from ReaxFF and DFT-PBE are

summarized in Tab. 1.4 and presented in Fig. 1.3. The oxygen chemical potential,
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Table 1.4: Calculated properties for oxygen overlayers on Pt(111) and Pt(111) surface
oxides. Oxygen binding energies per atom (Ebind,O) are referenced to gas-
phase molecular oxygen and are reported in eV; phase stability ranges
(PSR) are in eV and indicate the oxygen chemical potential range the
corresponding phase is stable; finally, γ(0) is the extrapolated surface free
energy for ∆µO = 0 eV. DFT values are taken from Ref. [135].

Method ΘO (ML) Ebind,O PSR γ(0)

ReaxFF 0.00 < −1.17 106

0.11 −1.04 — 89

0.25 −1.17 −1.17 to −0.57 63

0.33 −1.02 −0.57 to −0.40 56

0.50 −0.81 −0.40 to −0.24 46

0.75 −0.62 −0.24 to −0.19 37

1.00 −0.51 > −0.19 30

DFT-PBE 0.00 < −1.20 110

0.11 −1.19 — 91

0.25 −1.20 −1.20 to −0.77 65

0.33 −1.09 −0.77 to −0.50 56

0.50 −0.91 −0.50 to −0.48 44

0.75 −0.76 −0.48 to −0.38 26

1.00 −0.67 > −0.38 12

which can be expressed in terms of the temperature and partial pressure of oxygen, as

evident in the temperature scales, corresponding to UHV (10−13 atm) and to ambient

(1 atm) conditions, given at the top of Fig. 1.3, is referenced to O2(g) at 0 K (in-

cluding the zero point energy). Knowing the relative stabilities of these phases under

typical environmental conditions is vital for understanding the chemical nature of the

surface. Thus it is essential for ReaxFF to accurately describe the stabilities of these

surface phases. Indeed, if one takes note of the most stable (i.e. lowest free energy)

phases over the entire range of chemical potentials, it is easy to see that the DFT-PBE

and ReaxFF calculations result in the same stability sequence. However, there are

differences of up to 0.2 eV in the chemical potentials at which the transitions between

these phases occur, corresponding to temperature discrepancies of up to 100 K under

UHV conditions and of up to 200 K under ambient conditions in the temperature

scales. That the magnitude of these discrepancies lies primarily on the high sensitiv-

ity of the transition temperatures to the binding energies, can be seen by noting the

excellent agreement in the binding energies and surface energies at ∆µO = 0 eV in
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Figure 1.3: Phase diagram for the Pt(111) surface oxidation as a function of the oxy-
gen chemical potential, ∆µO (where∆µO is referred to O2(g) at 0 K) based
on a) ReaxFF and b) DFT-PBE. Temperature scales in degrees Kelvin for
values of ∆µO at oxygen partial pressures p(O2) corresponding to UHV
(10−13 atm) and standard (1 atm) conditions are given at the very top.
The considered oxygen overlayers are illustrated in c): (a)-(d) with their
respective surface unit cells (dashed blue lines) as well as the minimum
surface unit cells of the surface oxide structures: (e)-(f). Oxygen atoms
are red; platinum atoms are various shades of gray, depending on which
layer they belong to and light blue when buckled.

Tab. 1.4. In any case, ReaxFF gives the same description of the build up of oxygen

on Pt(111), in terms of equilibrium phases observed, as the DFT-PBE calculations.

Five of these six phases, which both sets of calculations predict to be stable, have

been experimentally observed [76, 77, 140, 141], showing that they are stable or, at

the very least, metastable surface phases. Indeed, the higher coverage surface phases

are metastable in comparison with the bulk α-PtO2 phase, as indicated by the shaded

regions in Figs. 1.3 a) and b).
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O adsorption on vicinal Pt(111). Further optimization of the Pt-O parameters

involved oxygen adsorbates on monatomically high steps on Pt(111). The Pt(221) and

Pt(335) surfaces were used to model the {111} (B-steps) and {100}-steps (A-steps),

respectively. Target values for oxygen binding energies at adsorption sites along these

steps (see Fig. 1.4 b) and c)) were referenced to gas phase O2, without including the

zero-point-energy correction and obtained from periodic DFT-PBE calculations [135].

The coverage is given in units of step monolayers (SML), where 1.00 SML corresponds

to all fcc sites immediately adjacent to the step, including sites above and below the

step, being occupied. As shown in Tab. 1.5, the oxygen binding energies for these

structures, calculated using the optimized ReaxFF force field, generally correlate well

with the target values. Adsorption at near-step fcc sites is modestly (< 0.3 eV) over-

estimated by our ReaxFF force field at both types of steps. In contrast, adsorption at

bridge sites along the A and B-steps is underestimated by 0.37 eV and 0.27 eV respec-

tively. These opposing trends should be kept in mind for the following discussion. In

agreement with DFT calculations performed by Feibelman et al. [142], our DFT-PBE

calculations predict that the bridge site between highly under-coordinated platinum

atoms is the strongest adsorption site for 0.25 SML of oxygen at a {100}-step (see

Fig. 1.4 c) (1)), with an energetic advantage of 0.34 eV (0.30 eV in Feibelman et al.)

over the near-step fcc site. ReaxFF underestimates oxygen adsorption at this bridge

site by 0.37 eV, with the result that while this site is still stable (−1.17 eV), the

fcc near-step site (i.e. an fcc site directly above the step) is the most stable posi-

tion (−1.49 eV). Turning to {111}-steps (see Fig. 1.4 b)), our DFT-PBE calculations,

again in agreement with Feibelman et al. [142], find that the bridge-site along the

step is no longer the most stable adsorption site, since adsorption at a near-step fcc

sites is 0.16 eV (0.22 eV by Feibelman et al.) more stable. Our ReaxFF force field

description reproduces this difference reasonably well with adsorption at a near-step

fcc site (−1.59 eV) being 0.66 eV more stable than at a bridge-step site (−0.93 eV).

The high coverage structures (1.00 SML) on both the A and B-type steps are surface

step oxides, and as ReaxFF underestimates the stability of both bulk and surface
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Figure 1.4: ReaxFF and DFT-PBE obtained phase diagrams for the Pt(221) [4(111)
× (111)] and the Pt(335) [4(111) × (100)] surface oxidation as a function
of the oxygen chemical potential, ∆µO (where ∆µO is referred to O2(g) at
0 K) as calculated using ReaxFF (solid lines) and DFT-PBE [135] (dashed
lines) are shown in a). Temperature scales in degrees Kelvin for values of
∆µO at oxygen partial pressures p(O2) corresponding to UHV (10−13 atm)
and standard (1 atm) conditions are given at the very top. The considered
oxygen overlayers: (1)-(2) with their respective minimum surface unit cells
(dashed blue lines) as well as the surface step oxide structure: (3) for each
step type are illustrated in b) and c) respectively. Oxygen atoms are red;
platinum atoms are various shades of gray, depending on which layer they
belong.
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platinum oxides (see section 1.3.1 and 1.3.1 respectively) it is not surprising that the

stability of these structures are underestimated by ReaxFF as well. Of prime im-

portance for modeling stepped Pt(111) surfaces is the experimental observation that

oxygen decorates steps before terraces [143, 144]. Our ReaxFF force field descrip-

tion captures this adsorption site preference by successfully reproducing the relative

affinities of oxygen for step and terrace sites as calculated using DFT-PBE. Using

the procedure described in detail in section 1.3.1 the surface free energies were calcu-

lated as functions of the oxygen chemical potential for two oxygen overlayers and one

Pt(111) surface step oxide for each step-type to better facilitate comparison between

stepped surfaces with different oxygen coverages and to help determine the relative

stabilities of these phases under typical experimental conditions. In the following

we restrict our discussion to comparisons between our ReaxFF and DFT-PBE cal-

culations for each step-type. The relevant results are summarized in Tab. 1.5 and

presented in Fig. 1.4 a).

In case of the ReaxFF {111}-step calculations each of the three phases, which corre-

spond to step coverages of 0.25 SML, 0.50 SML and 1.00 SML, is found to be stable

at some oxygen chemical potential between 0 and −1.4 eV. ReaxFF reproduces the

surface free energies of all three phases within 6 meVÅ−2. In contrast to the two

low coverage phases, which are overestimated, the stability of the step oxide phase

(1.00 SML) is underestimated as mentioned in the discussion of the binding energies

above. This results in the 0.50 SML structure being stable in our ReaxFF force field

description for chemical potentials between −0.94 and −0.69 eV, whereas this struc-

ture is not stable in the DFT-PBE calculations.

The case of the {100}-step resembles that of the {111}-step insofar as ReaxFF re-

produces the surface free energy of the 0.50 SML phase exactly and underestimates

the step oxide (1.00 SML) stability by 14 meVÅ−2. However, they differ in that the

stability of the bridge-site-adsorbed 0.25 SML phase is underestimated by 7 meVÅ−2,

as has already been mentioned in the discussion of the binding energies, making this

phase unstable regardless of the oxygen chemical potential. If we instead consider the
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Table 1.5: Calculated properties for oxygen overlayers on stepped Pt(111) surfaces.
The Pt(335) [4(111) × (100)] and Pt(221) [4(111) × (111)] surface orienta-
tions were used to model {111} and {100} monoatomic steps respectively.
Oxygen binding energies per atom (Ebind,O) are referenced to gas-phase
molecular oxygen and are reported in eV; phase stability ranges (PSR) are
in eV and indicate the oxygen chemical potential range the correspond-
ing phase is stable; finally, γ(0) is the extrapolated surface free energy for
∆µO = 0 eV. DFT values are taken from Ref. [135].

Method Step type ΘO (SML) Ebind,O PSR γ(0)

ReaxFF {111} 0.00 < −1.59 121

0.25 −1.59 −1.59 to −0.94 87

0.50 −1.26 −0.94 to −0.69 67

1.00 −0.98 > −0.69 37

{100} 0.00 < −1.25 120

0.25 −1.17 — 97

0.50 −1.25 −1.25 to −0.25 71

1.00 −0.75 > −0.25 61

DFT-PBE {111} 0.00 < −1.38 121

0.25 −1.36 −1.38 to −0.95 92

0.50 −1.13 — 73

1.00 −1.06 > −0.95 31

{100} 0.00 < −1.61 121

0.25 −1.54 −1.61 to −0.97 90

0.50 −1.25 −0.97 to −0.62 71

1.00 −0.95 > −0.62 47

lowest energy 0.25 SML phase within our ReaxFF force field description (near-fcc-

site-adsorbed oxygen), this coverage becomes stable for chemical potentials between

−1.49 and −1.01 eV, since the surface free energy of this phase (as calculated with

ReaxFF) matches that of the bridge-site-adsorbed 0.25 SML phase (as calculated with

DFT-PBE). Thus, our ReaxFF force field description is nevertheless able to correctly

reproduce the chemical-potential-phase-stability window for 0.25 SML of adsorbed

oxygen; however, the experimentally observed bridge-site-adsorbed oxygen [142] is

not found in the most stable phase until a coverage of 0.50 SML is reached along the

{100}-step.

To conclude the discussion of the force field development, we would like to reiterate

the extreme sensitivity of the relative surface phase stabilities and transitions between

them to minute changes in the oxygen adsorption energies. Nevertheless, we have
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shown that the ReaxFF force field description developed here correctly reproduces

phase diagrams for oxygen adsorption on Pt(111) along with {111} and {100}-steps.

This makes this force field description an ideal tool for studying oxidation of a much

wider range of platinum surface structures than is possible with DFT calculations. Of

immediate interest is filling out the limited computational work, addressing stepped

surfaces (with [145–147] or without [44, 142] additional defects) to complement ex-

perimental work which has been carried out on these systems [143, 144, 148, 149].

Other structures which do not lend themselves as readily to detailed experimental

investigation, such as nanoparticles, islands and high-index surfaces are also possible

subjects of future studies.

1.3.2 Pt-O force field transferability: further validation &

application

Having demonstrated the satisfactory performance of our force field for describing

systems used in the optimization, we now validate its transferability to systems it was

not explicitly optimized to describe. This aspect of force field validation, the so called

transferability test, is an important measure of the quality and reliability of a force

field.

Diffusion profiles

As a first step in this direction we consider the diffusion profile of an oxygen atom

along a bare Pt(111) surface. The critical points along this profile (i.e. fcc, hcp,

bridge and top sites) were indeed included in the force field optimization, however,

the intermediate points were not. Because a smooth potential energy surface is nec-

essary for conducting physically meaningful MD simulations, it is essential that these

intermediate points are correctly described. For this purpose both ReaxFF and DFT
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nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations were performed on a 4 × 4 unit cell, con-

sisting of 7 layers with the two bottom layers fixed to the bulk lattice distance and

a vacuum region of 30 Å. The energy profiles for diffusion between neighboring fcc

and hcp sites by traversing either the intermediate bridge (“bridge”-diffusion) or top

(“top”-diffusion) site are shown in Fig. 1.5, where we can see that we indeed have a

smooth potential energy surface along the diffusion pathways connecting adsorption

sites. The small discrepancies in the locations of these adsorption sites along the re-

action coordinate are attributable to minor differences in the minimum energy paths,

which are nearly identical. Both fcc and hcp sites serve as stable adsorption sites with

adsorption at a fcc site being favored by 0.42 eV over adsorption at a hcp site accord-

ing to DFT-PBE calculations, which are in excellent agreement with other theoretical

values (0.40 eV, 0.45 eV) [142, 150]. Differentiating adsorption at these two sites is

particularly challenging for a force field, because they are identical with the excep-

tion of the location of next-nearest neighbors in the subsurface. Nevertheless, our

ReaxFF force field description is able to differentiate between fcc and hcp sites, albeit

with a smaller difference (0.16 eV) than computed with DFT-PBE (0.42 eV). Because

“bridge”-diffusion is the fastest surface diffusion process, characterizing its transition

state is essential for a reliable description of surface processes. Experimentally the

energy of this transition state relative to both either an hcp [151] (0.12-0.13 eV) or

an fcc [152] (0.43 eV) adsorption, has been deduced from STM studies of O2 dissocia-

tion on Pt(111). Our DFT-PBE values for the energy barrier of the “bridge”-diffusion

(0.16 eV and 0.58 eV relative to hcp and fcc adsorption respectively) are in reasonably

good agreement with these experimental results and DFT calculations performed by

Bogicevic et al. [150] (0.13 eV and 0.58 eV relative to hcp and fcc adsorption respec-

tively). ReaxFF overestimates the energy of this transition state by 0.18 eV resulting

in it lying 0.76 eV and 0.60 eV above fcc and hcp adsorption respectively.

To put the computational speedup provided by ReaxFF into concrete terms we have

performed single point energy and force calculations for the starting, final and transi-

tion states of “bridge”-diffusion on identical models in SeqQuest (DFT) and ReaxFF.
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of ReaxFF and DFT-PBE diffusion profiles for an oxygen
atom, obtained by means of nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations, for
diffusion from an fcc site to a neighboring hcp site by means of an inter-
mediate top site (0 – 3.5 Å), followed by diffusion to an adjacent fcc site
by means of an intermediate bridge site (3.5 – 5.5 Å). Symbols (squares
or crosses) denote calculated data points, solid lines show the fit to the
calculated points. In the top right corner an inset figure schematically
shows the resting states of oxygen diffusion.

On a single processor the DFT-PBE calculations require 136219 s (fcc), 134791 s

(bridge) and 139602 s (hcp) and the ReaxFF calculations 26 s (fcc), 28 s (bridge) and

27 s (hcp) for fcc, bridge (TS) and hcp sites respectively. Thus ReaxFF is a factor

of ∼5000 faster than DFT for systems of this size with the calculations settings used

throughout this paper.

We are not aware of other studies of “top”-diffusion, but find a DFT-PBE energy

barrier of 1.38 eV relative to the initial fcc site. Our ReaxFF force field description

overestimates this value by 0.41 eV, leading to it lying 1.79 eV and 1.63 eV above fcc

and hcp adsorption, respectively. The overestimation of the energies of these tran-

sition states is a side effect of optimizing the force field parameters to differentiate

between fcc and hcp adsorption. However, because both barriers are overestimated

by similar proportions this should not significantly influence the distribution of diffu-

sion processes sampled in MD simulations. Furthermore, because “bridge”-diffusion
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is preferred over “top”-diffusion by 1.03 eV in our force field description, regardless

of the direction of diffusion (i.e. from an fcc to an hcp or vice versa), and DFT-PBE

gives analogous results with a difference of 0.80 eV, the statistically anticipated ratios

of “bridge” and “top”-diffusion events in ReaxFF can be made to agree exactly with

DFT-PBE by appropriately adjusting the temperature. Therefore, our ReaxFF force

field description can be reliably used to model the kinetics of O/Pt(111) systems in

the context of MD simulations or as the basis for kMC simulations within a multiscale

modeling framework [25, 153].

Adsorbate displacement within ordered overlayers

As an example of how our ReaxFF force field can be utilized to study systems which

are too complex for routine DFT calculations, we now apply it to study the dis-

placement of individual oxygen atoms from their positions within ordered oxygen

overlayers of various oxygen coverages. To isolate the oxygen atom being displaced

from its periodic image in adjacent simulation cells, we used large simulations cells,

corresponding to a Pt(111) surface seven layers thick with each layer consisting of at

least 8×8 platinum atoms (i.e. at least 450 atoms per simulation cell!). The p(4 × 4)

(ΘO= 0.06 ML), p(3 × 3) (ΘO= 0.11 ML), p(2 × 2) (ΘO= 0.25 ML), (
√
3 ×

√
3)R30

(ΘO= 0.33 ML) and p(2 × 1) (ΘO= 0.50 ML) overlayers were used as starting con-

figurations. In each of these initial configurations the oxygen atoms are found at fcc

sites. A single oxygen atom was displaced across a bridge site to an adjacent hcp site.

A second displacement across a bridge site to an adjacent fcc site, sharing a platinum

atom with the original fcc site, is also carried out. “Top”-diffusion was not consid-

ered, because we had already found it to be less favorable than “bridge”-diffusion.

For each displacement we calculated both the energy of the final displaced structure

(Edisp) as well as the barrier associated with the “bridge”-diffusion needed to reach

it (Ediff). The barriers were calculated using the nudged elastic band method and all

energies were referenced to the initial overlayer structure. The results are summarized
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in Fig. 1.6 as a function of the surface coverage. The first displacement to the adjacent

hcp site corresponds to the green data points, where solid lines connect the displace-

ment energies and the dashed lines connect the diffusion barriers. The blue data

points and lines correspond to the further displacements to the fcc sites analogously.

Given the quantitative discrepancies between DFT-PBE and ReaxFF in computing

energies and barriers for oxygen diffusion between fcc and hcp sites (see Fig. 1.5) we

might anticipate that our ReaxFF force field results for surface displacements will

tend to be more qualitatively than quantitatively correct. Indeed, we anticipate that

the stability at hcp sites is systematically overestimated here along with the diffusion

barriers. However, given our ReaxFF force field description’s ability to accurately re-

produce minute energy differences between various oxygen overlayers, it should even

be able to quantitatively account for the additional factors that come into play at

these higher coverages. In most cases the displacement of an oxygen atom leads to

a higher energy structure. The displacement of an adsorbed oxygen to another fcc

site starting from the p(3 × 3) overlayer is the first exception to this trend, as we ob-

serve a weak attraction between oxygen atoms bonded to neighboring platinum atoms

without sharing any common platinum neighbors. This weak attraction explains the

stability of the p(2 ×2) overlayer as already discussed in section 1.3.1. In the case of

displacement to an hcp site only repulsive interactions are observed for coverages be-

low 0.33 ML. Indeed, the closer the displaced oxygen is to another oxygen the stronger

the repulsion, as can be observed in the increase of the displacement energy as the

coverage increases. For a coverage of 0.25 ML this repulsion can be further increased

by displacement to an fcc site, resulting in the oxygen atoms bonding to a common

platinum surface atom. The role of repulsion can also be seen in the diffusion barri-

ers at these same coverages (ΘO ≤ 0.25 ML), which increase with increasing surface

coverage.

Repulsion plays an even larger role at coverages above 0.25 ML, however the dis-

placements often lead to some interactions being more and some interactions being

less repulsive. The displacement of an oxygen to an adjacent hcp site to disrupt the
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Figure 1.6: Displacement energies (Edisp) and diffusion barriers (Ediff) as a function
of oxygen coverage (ΘO). Oxygen overlayers as shown in Fig. 1.3 are
used as starting configurations, from which an O atom is displaced to
either an adjacent hcp (green) or fcc (blue) surface site. Dashed lines in
the plots denote diffusion barriers, and solid lines denote displacement
energies. Top views of displaced structures are shown in images (a)-(h).
Undisplaced oxygen atoms are red; the displaced oxygen atom is either
green (hcp) or blue (fcc); platinum atoms are various shades of gray,
depending on which layer they belong to and light blue when buckled.
Dashed lines in the images denote the periodic simulation cell.

(
√
3 ×

√
3)R30 overlayer leads to a pair of oxygen adsorbates sitting on opposite sites

of a shared platinum neighbor. So we expect that this repulsion accounts for about a

third of the 0.24 eV associated with the displacement, with the general unfavorability

of hcp sites accounting for the rest. If we only consider repulsive interactions, we

would anticipate the displacement energy here to be greater than that of the p(2 × 2)

overlayer. However, as already noted, there is an attractive interaction at work in the

p(2 × 2) overlayer, which is lost when a surface atom is displaced. Oxygen atoms with
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a common platinum neighbor leads to a phenomenon we have not yet discussed, al-

though it was already present in displacement to an fcc site for the p(2 × 2) overlayer,

namely, surface buckling. In surface buckling (indicated by the arrows in the plots in

Fig. 1.6) one or more platinum surface atoms (see the light blue atoms in the images

in Fig. 1.6) move up from the surface plane to separate oxygen atoms which would

otherwise be too close to one another, while allowing them to form stronger bonds

to the surface. In the case of displacement to an hcp site within the (
√
3 ×

√
3)R30

overlayer a single atom, namely the platinum atom shared by adjacent oxygen atoms,

comes out of the surface plane, resulting in an energy relaxation of 0.39 eV. Thus

buckling makes this displacement, which results in a local higher coverage, a favor-

able process (−0.15 eV). However, reaching the buckled state requires overcoming a

slightly higher barrier (0.98 eV) than arriving at the non-buckled structure (0.90 eV).

Further displacement to the next fcc site results in the displaced oxygen atom bonding

to two platinum atoms, which are already involved in other Pt-O bonds. One might

expect that both platinum atoms with two oxygen neighbors would be pushed out of

the surface plane, however, only one of them does. As can be seen in the previous

instance, surface buckling results in the oxygen atoms moving away from any neigh-

boring platinum atom that lifts out of the surface plane. This would require that the

oxygen atom neighboring both of these platinum atoms be pushed towards the top

site above its third platinum neighbor. However, we have already seen that top sites

are energetically unfavorable. The alternative is pushing the oxygen in the direction

of one of the lower energy bridge sites. In one case this would result in its moving yet

closer to one of the other oxygen atoms, which would be energetically unfavorable. In

the other case it moves away from both neighboring oxygen atoms, making this the

preferred direction for the middle oxygen atom to be pushed in.

In the case of the p(2 × 1) overlayer, displacing an oxygen atom to an adjacent hcp

site increases the number of platinum neighbors it shares with other oxygen atoms

from two to three, albeit the distances to these three oxygen atoms are longer than

the distances to the original two were before the displacement. Further displacement
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to the next fcc site results in all three oxygen-oxygen distances (in terms of their ide-

alized surface sites) returning to their original value. The first of these displacements,

breaks up a row of oxygen adsorbates creating space for the two immediate oxygen

neighbors to shift toward the vacated site, creating space for their platinum neighbors

sitting opposite the bridge sites they have shifted toward to lift out of the surface.

The lifting of these platinum atoms enables platinum surface atoms neighboring them

to shift toward them, giving the platinum atoms opposite them along the next row

of oxygen adsorbates enough space to move away from oxygen atoms above them to

lift out of the surface and cause further buckling. This buckling results in an energy

gain of 0.8 eV compared to the non-buckled structure, and makes this displacement

energetically favorable (−0.49 eV). Furthermore, the barrier for arriving at this buck-

led structure (0.82 eV) is slightly lower than the barrier for reaching the non-buckled

state (0.89 eV). The further displacement of the oxygen atom to the fcc site results

in a different buckled state (see Fig. 1.6 b) (h)) which lies 0.70 eV below the corre-

sponding non-buckled state. Furthermore, the barrier for reaching the buckled state

is 0.52 eV lower than the barrier for producing the non-buckled state. Nevertheless,

the buckled state is still energetically unfavorable compared with the initial structure

before displacement.

With the exception of displacement to form a local p(2 × 2) overlayer, disrupting these

ordered overlayers is found to be energetically unfavorable when surface buckling is

not taken into consideration. Surface buckling stabilizes the high coverage structures,

however this stabilization is only sufficient in a few cases (displacement to hcp sites) to

make the final displaced structure energetically favorable. Furthermore, the barriers

for forming these buckled structures are similar to the barrier for oxygen diffusion on

a bare Pt(111) surface, making them kinetically accessible. Further details related

to the kinetics and atomistic mechanisms involved in forming higher coverage stable

surface phases will be addressed in future studies.
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Molecular dynamics simulations of oxygen surface diffusion

In order to demonstrate the application of our ReaxFF force field to MD simulations,

canonical ensemble (NVT) molecular dynamics simulations were performed on an

oxygen atom diffusing on a bare Pt(111) surface. The simulations were carried out

on a 10 × 10 unit cell, consisting of 5 layers with the two bottom layers fixed at their

bulk lattice positions and a vacuum region of 30 Å. In order to obtain the diffusion

coefficient of an oxygen atom adsorbed on Pt(111), simulations were carried out at

five different temperatures: 1800, 2000, 2200, 2300 and 2400 K. These high simulation

temperatures enable us to observe a reasonable number of surface diffusion steps

within a computationally viable simulation time. Normally one would expect oxygen

to desorb as O2 and the platinum surface to melt at these high temperatures. However

O2 formation is not possible because there is only one oxygen atom in each periodic

simulation cell. Similarly surface melting is not observed for these temperatures at

such short time scales. To obtain the temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient for

oxygen on Pt(111), the mean square displacement of the oxygen atom was recorded

every 12.5 fs (corresponding to every 50 iterations for the 0.25 fs time step used) over

the course of the 50 ps simulation at each temperature. The temperature dependent

diffusion coefficient for a particle can be extracted from mean square displacements

of a function of time with the help of the Einstein relation:

D = lim
t→∞

1

2dNmt

〈

Nm
∑

j=1

[rj(t)− rj(0)]
2

〉

, (1.5)

where d is the dimensionality of the system, t the observation time, Nm the total num-

ber of simulation atoms and ⟨
∑Nm

j=1[rj(t)− rj(0)]2⟩ the ensemble average of the mean

square displacement (MSD). This yields diffusion coefficients of 1.05 ·10−3 cm2 s−1,

2.41 ·10−3 cm2 s−1, 1.95 ·10−3 cm2 s−1, 2.56 ·10−3 cm2 s−1 and 4.20 ·10−3 cm2 s−1 at

1800, 2000, 2200, 2300 and 2400 K, respectively. The temperature dependance can
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be described and separated out by means of an Arrhenius-like relation:

D = D0 · exp
(

−EA

RT

)

, (1.6)

where R is the ideal gas constant, EA the effective activation energy for particle diffu-

sion, D0 the diffusion prefactor and D the diffusion coefficient at a given temperature

T . This results in a diffusion prefactor (D0) of 1.16 ·10−3 cm2 s−1 and an effective

activation energy of 0.68 eV. Given the high temperatures, short time scales, and min-

imal statistical sampling employed, this effective activation energy agrees extremely

well with the “bridge”-diffusion barrier calculated in section 1.3.2 (0.76 eV). Our dif-

fusion prefactor agrees well with other theoretical values (4.74 ·10−3, 2.29 ·10−3 and

1.58 ·10−3 cm2 s−1) reported in the literature [145, 154, 155]. An experimental value

(∼10−6.3 cm2 s−1), which is three orders of magnitude smaller, has also been reported

[152]; however the authors reporting it note that it is susceptible to large errors, since

it was obtained from data collected within a narrow temperature range. More ex-

otic and ambitious MD simulations making use of our ReaxFF reactive force field are

reserved for future reports.
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1.4 Conclusions

In this manuscript we report a ReaxFF force field, describing platinum and oxygen in

a variety of chemical environments. For the majority of structures and vast majority

of low energy structures the ReaxFF potential provides reliable energies and geome-

tries; however there are particular cases where the force field’s reliability is less than

desirable (as is the case with any force field). Hence, as always, it is imperitive that

the force field be used judiciously and not transfered to new classes of systems without

further testing and very possibily additional optimization. Furthermore common sense

should be employed in that any improbable or unexpected results should be subject

to further testing and validation against other methods before being embraced. The

Pt-Pt parameters alone can be utilized to study a wide range of platinum structures

including bulk crystalline and amorphous phases, low and high-index surfaces, and

nanostructures such as clusters, nanowires and nanotubes. Indeed, not only the chem-

ical properties and atomistic structures of these systems are well described but also

their material properties (e.g. bulk moduli, linear thermal expansion coefficients).

The Pt-O parameters open up even greater and more numerous opportunities. Be-

cause oxygen adsorption on platinum and platinum oxide formation are well described

in environments ranging from three-dimensional bulk phases to two-dimensional sur-

faces to one-dimensional steps, the oxidation of a wide range of platinum structures

can be reliably modeled. Furthermore, because the complete spectrum of reasonable

oxygen coverages or concentrations was considered for each of these platinum struc-

tures, our ReaxFF force field accurately models all stages of the oxidation process in

each case.

This force field is not only suitable for describing metastable structures but saddle

points corresponding to reaction barriers and even provides a smooth potential en-

ergy surface for carrying out physically meaningful MD simulations. In considering

the high-symmetry diffusion pathways of an oxygen atom along a bare Pt(111) sur-

face, we were able to show that, in spite of overestimating both diffusion barriers, our
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force field reproduces critical aspects of the kinetics of these processes, in such a way

that it could form the basis for MD or kMC simulations. To exhibit the ease with

which ReaxFF can be applied to systems beyond the reach of routine DFT calcula-

tions, we modeled local displacements of a single oxygen atom from its position in one

of five ordered overlayer structures. Of particular interest here is the surface buckling

we observed, which leads to highly stable local high-coverage regions for the higher

coverage structures. Finally, we displayed the suitability of ReaxFF potential energy

surfaces for performing reactive MD simulations by simulating the diffusion of a lone

oxygen adatom on Pt(111). From these simulations we were able to extract and derive

temperature dependent diffusion coefficients, which could be directly compared with

experiments.
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Abstract

Platinum is a catalyst of choice in scientific investigations and technological applica-

tions, which are both often carried out in the presence of oxygen. Thus, a fundamental

understanding of platinum’s (electro)catalytic behavior requires a detailed knowledge

of the structure and degree of oxidation of platinum surfaces in operando. ReaxFF

reactive force field calculations of the surface energies for structures with up to one

monolayer of oxygen on Pt(111) reveal four stable surface phases characterized by

pure adsorbate, high- and low-coverage buckled, and subsurface-oxygen structures,

respectively. These structures and temperature programmed desorption (TPD) spec-

tra simulated from them compare favorably with and complement published scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) and TPD experiments. The surface buckling and sub-

surface oxygen observed here influence the surface oxidation process, and are expected

to impact the (electro)catalytic properties of partially oxidized Pt(111) surfaces.

2.1 Introduction

Oxygen adsorption is capable of inducing significant changes in the catalytic properties

of metal surfaces, as has already been demonstrated in the case of Pt(111) [157, 158].

Since many technological applications of platinum take place in oxygen rich envi-

ronments (e.g. in polymer electrolyte fuel cells [47–49] and in catalytic converters

in automobiles [45, 46]) their performance depends strongly on the composition and

structure of the platinum surface in operando. However, the ambient temperatures

and pressures under which these applications typically take place generally hinder the

application of UHV surface science techniques to characterize the catalytically active

surface. Thus, while the adsorption of oxygen on and oxidation of low-index platinum

surfaces have been and continue to be the subject of numerous scientific investiga-

tions, there are still a number of unresolved questions related to these processes on
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even the thermodynamically most stable and thus most widely studied Pt(111) sur-

face. Both experiments [76, 77] and theoretical calculations [74, 75, 78] provide a

consistent description of adsorbed oxygen on Pt(111) up to the formation of a com-

plete p(2 × 2) overlayer at 0.25 ML. Using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)

Devarajan et al. [77] observed a zigzagged p(2 × 1) oxygen overlayer at 0.50 ML

and one-dimensional (1D) Pt-oxide chains at 0.75 ML, the stabilities of which have

been confirmed theoretically by Tang et al. [74] and Hawkins et al. [78], respectively.

Finally, Miller et al. [79] proposed an oxide chain structure at 1.00 ML, while Holby

et al. [80] included place-exchange to predict a novel hybrid structure at the same

coverage. However no direct comparison has been made between these two structures

and the 1D Pt-oxide chains proposed by Devarajan et al. [77] to determine which is

more stable.A recently developed ReaxFF potential for Pt/O [29] has enabled us to

put together a comprehensive description of oxygen adsorption on and the oxidation

of Pt(111). Concentrating on coverages between 0.00 ML and 1.00 ML, we computed

the stabilities of structures with oxygen adsorbates, platinum surface buckling, sub-

surface oxygen and oxygen place-exchange. The structures we considered included

all low energy structures reported in the literature [74–80] along with new structures

we proposed based on motifs from bulk oxides [21]. After identifying the most ener-

getically favorable structures at different oxygen coverages and comparing them with

experimentally observed structures, we computed reaction energies and barriers for

oxygen diffusion and recombination processes involving the key surface structures.

These energetics were then used in a first-principles-based TPD model to simulated

TPD spectra for experiments starting with different oxygen coverages, the results

of which are compared with experimental spectra. A presentation and discussion of

these results is followed by concluding remarks and a description of our theoretical

and computational methods.
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2.2 Methodology

2.2.1 Construction of test structures

Test structures were generated directly by the user with the help of two strategies.

First, structures previously reported in the literature (including all structures reported

to be stable) were considered. Second, geometric considerations were used to manually

add oxygen atoms to promising locations near the surfaces of previously obtained

structures. This addition of oxygen atoms occurred one atom at a time with geometry

optimization and surface energy evaluation being carried out after the addition of each

individual oxygen atom.

2.2.2 Computation of surface energies

ReaxFF geometry optimizations and transition state searches were performed using

the Pt/O interatomic potential described previously [29]. Density functional theory

calculations were performed using analogous models and parameters to those employed

in the force field development [29]. The structures’ stabilities were evaluated by

calculating their surface-area-normalized energies of formation with respect to a clean

Pt(111) surface and a full monolayer of oxygen bound to fcc sites in a p(1 × 1)

overlayer, as shown in equation 2.1,

∆fE =
1

A

(

EO/Pt(111) − (1−ΘO)EPt(111)

− ΘOEp(1 × 1)−Ofcc/Pt(111)

)

. (2.1)

where A is the surface area, ΘO is the oxygen coverage in MLs, EO/Pt(111) is the energy

of a particular O-Pt(111) configuration, EPt(111) is the energy of a clean Pt(111) surface

and Ep(1 × 1)−Ofcc/Pt(111) the energy of a full monolayer of oxygen bound to fcc sites in a

p(1 × 1) overlayer. From the formation energies the convex hull could be constructed
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and four distinct coverage-dependent Pt(111) oxygen binding energy regimes, as well

as four key structures were identified (see section 2.5 for details).

2.2.3 Simulation of TPD spectra

The rate of thermal desorption is described by the Polanyi–Wigner equation [159]:

r(t) =
dΘO

dt
= −ν(ΘO) ·Θn

O · exp
(

−Edes(ΘO)

RT

)

, (2.2)

where ν(ΘO) is the coverage-dependent pre-exponential factor, ΘO the coverage, n

the order of the reaction, R the ideal gas constant, Edes(ΘO) the coverage-dependent

activation energy for desorption and T the temperature, which is defined as:

T = T0 + β · t, (2.3)

with the starting temperature T0 = 300 K and heating rate β = 1 K s−1. All param-

eters used to simulate the TPD spectra are fully derived from ReaxFF calculations

and are summarized in Tab. 2.1. ReaxFF nudged elastic band calculations were used

to determine the bottleneck steps for these four key structures. In the first regime

the barrier for oxygen recombination is lower than the binding energy of two oxygen

atoms within a p(2 × 2) overlayer structure (–2.34 eV; calculated with respect to a

clean Pt(111) and O2(g)). Therefore an activation energy for desorption of 2.34 eV

was used for the simulation of the TPD spectra. This is in accordance to experimental

values obtained from TPD measurements [160]. In the second and third regimes the

activation energy for desorption is determined by oxygen recombination as shown in

Figs. 2.7–2.8. In the fourth regime this energy is no longer determined by oxygen

recombination (see Fig. 2.9), but instead by oxygen diffusion from the subsurface to

the surface (see Fig. 2.3). Second order kinetics is maintained across all four regimes

(oxygen recombination within regime 1-3 and concerted oxygen subsurface to surface

diffusion in regime 4) so that the reaction order n is set to 2. This is in agreement
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with experimental observations by Parker et al. [160]. The coverage dependence of

the pre-exponential factors are calculated within the harmonic approximation to tran-

sition state theory following Voter [161] in determining the pre-factors using ReaxFF

vibrational frequency calculations on the initial and transition states of the bottleneck

steps, as shown in equation 2.4:

ν(ΘO) =

3N
∏

i
νIS
i

3N−1
∏

i
νTS
i

, (2.4)

where νIS
i are the 3N normal mode frequencies at the minimum and νTS

i are the

3N–1 non-imaginary normal mode frequencies at the saddle point. The four distinct

coverage-dependent oxygen binding energy regimes are considered in the simulation of

the TPD spectra. The desorption happens exclusively from these regimes, which are

in thermodynamic equilibrium to each other since adsorbate diffusion (see Ref. [29])

and surface restructuring (platinum surface buckling; see Fig. 2.10) is assumed to be

faster than desorption. This assumption is analogous to other theoretical work carried

out by Bray et al. [147]. The ODE’s to be integrated in each regime are given in the

Supplemental Material 2.5 together with an example showing the simulation of the

TPD spectrum for an initial coverage of 0.75 ML.
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2.3 Results and Discussion

The energies of formation for a selection of the structures considered are presented

in Fig. 2.1 along with illustrations of several key structures relevant to the following

discussion. A complete list of structures and their formation energies is available in

the Supplemental Material 2.5 along with DFT results validating the energies of key

high-symmetry structures along the hull. To identify the stable phases the convex

hull was constructed, as illustrated by the solid lines in Fig. 2.1. Only phases on the

hull are stable, however, at finite temperatures configurations close to the hull may

become stable due to entropic factors.

The first family of structures considered is oxygen adsorbed at fcc sites on unrecon-

structed Pt(111) (circular data points in Fig. 2.1). These structures lie along the hull

for coverages up to ∼0.4 ML. Only the p(2 × 2) overlayer structure at 0.25 ML lies

directly on the hull (see Fig. 2.1 (a)). As a result net coverages between 0.00 ML and

0.25 ML correspond to a two-phase region in which the surface is composed of regions

with local coverages of either 0.00 ML or 0.25 ML. In fact, the p(2 × 2) overlayer

is the only ordered overlayer structure that is experimentally observed [77, 140]. Its

exceptional stability has been thoroughly explained in terms of attractive lateral in-

teractions between the adsorbates [29, 74, 75]. This family of structures has already

been treated theoretically in several previous studies [74, 75, 80], in which results for

overlayer structures were obtained, similar to those presented here.

Starting at 0.40 ML we observe a phenomenon, not considered by Tang et al. [74]

and Getman et al. [75], namely surface buckling. The protrusion of platinum atoms

from the surface has been predicted by Hawkins et al. [78] and Holby et al. [80] for

coverages above 0.50 ML, and experimentally observed by Devarajan et al. [77] for

coverages as low as 0.25 ML. Because no other structures lie close to the hull between

the p(2 × 2) adsorbate structure at 0.25 ML and the buckled structure at 0.40 ML,

net coverages in this range correspond to a two-phase region in which the surface is

composed of regions with local coverages of 0.25 ML and 0.40 ML.
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Figure 2.1: ReaxFF-calculated surface-area-normalized energies of formation for var-
ious oxygen configurations on Pt(111) as a function of the oxygen surface
coverage ΘO. These energies are computed relative to clean Pt(111) and
1.00 ML of fcc-adsorbed oxygen. Oxygen atoms are red; platinum atoms
are various shades of gray, depending on which layer they belong to and
light blue when buckled. Symbols (circles, squares, triangles or crosses)
denote calculated data points for various oxygen states (adsorbed, buck-
led, subsurface, place-exchanged) that evolve on Pt(111). The 0.94 ML
structure corresponds to structure (i) with one subsurface oxygen atom
less. Four distinct oxygen-coverage-dependent regimes are evident from
the ReaxFF-computed formation energy hull.
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Surface buckling characterizes the next coverage range (0.40 – 0.56 ML), with buckled

structures at its extremes defining the convex hull. Surface buckling has also been

experimentally observed at 0.50 ML in the context of a zigzag p(2 × 1) structure

[77]. In the absence of zigzagging buckling is not stable for the p(2 × 1) 0.50 ML

overlayer, which explains why all previous theoretical studies [74, 75, 80] have appar-

ently overlooked it. In exploring various p(2 × 1) zigzagged structures we observed

that the protrusion of a platinum atom at the corners between the zigs and zags gives

the zigzagged structures additional stability. A more detailed description of these

structures is available in the Supplemental Material 2.5. A second important con-

sideration in the context of these zigzag structures is the entropic advantage posited

by having numerous structural configurations with similar energies. Moving beyond

these coverages, the buckled structures appear to sit just above, instead of on, the

hull for coverages up to 0.81 ML after which their energies of formation rise dra-

matically. The protruding platinum atoms in the buckled structures leave behind

vacancies in the surface level, which can favorably accommodate oxygen atoms. This

leads to the final family of structures, in which oxygen occupies subsurface sites (tri-

angular symbols in Fig. 2.1). The absorption of oxygen into the subsurface is less

favorable than surface adsorption for local coverages below 0.75 ML. However, its

favorability increases rapidly once this local coverage has been exceeded. Our most

stable subsurface-oxygen structure at 1.00 ML has a significantly lower energy of

formation (–76.63 meV Å−2) than the buckled structure proposed by Miller et al.

(–24.63 meV Å−2) and the structure that Holby et al. (Fig. 2.1(f) [79] and (g) [80],

respectively) denoted as hybrid-2, which modifies the buckled structure by introduc-

ing place-exchange (–46.37 meV Å−2, see the cross symbol in Fig. 2.1) and is thus

the lowest energy structure reported in the literature to date. To validate that the

stability of the subsurface oxygen structures is not merely an artifact of our ReaxFF

force field, we used DFT-PBE calculations to confirm that the hybrid-2 structure

and the structure proposed by Miller et al. are indeed less stable (35.86 meV Å−2

and 17.10 meV Å−2 with DFT-PBE and 28.85 meV Å−2 and 50.58 meV Å−2 with
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Figure 2.2: Structural comparison of ReaxFF and DFT-PBE optimized geometries.
Side views of structures (e), (h) and (g) are shown (see Fig. 2.1). The
optimal lattice plane distance d111 calculated with ReaxFF is 2.28 Å and
with DFT-PBE 2.29 Å for bare Pt(111). Distances (in Å) are average
distances between the lattice planes and show the height of the protrusions
induced by platinum surface buckling. Platinum atoms are gray; oxygen
atoms are red.

ReaxFF, respectively) than the most symmetric of our subsurface-oxygen structures

(Fig. 2.1(h)).

Therefore, we find that Pt(111) with oxygen coverages beyond 0.56 ML contains sub-

surface oxygen. However, there are a number of structures with coverages between

0.75 ML and 1.00 ML containing subsurface oxygen, which all have similar energies

of formation, making it difficult to positively identify a single structure as the sta-

ble phase in the absence of additional experimental observations. There are indeed

STM images showing branched Y-shaped and hexagonal structures at 0.75 ML [77]

(which we have modeled as parallel stripes), however these can be easily reconciled
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Figure 2.3: ReaxFF nudged elastic band calculation of oxygen subsurface to surface
diffusion for a representative structure of regime four. DFT energies for
the initial (IS), transition (TS) and final states (FS) are plotted for com-
parison. Side views of IS, TS and FS are shown below. Platinum atoms are
gray; oxygen atoms are red. The oxygen atoms involved in the concerted
diffusion mechanism are darker.

with either the 0.75 ML buckled structure or any of the higher-coverage subsurface-

oxygen structures derived from it, since the addition of subsurface oxygen only raises

the height of the protruding platinum atoms from 1.72 Å to 1.85 Å (both of which

match the experimental value [77] of 1.7 Å better than the 1.92 Å protrusion height

found in the hybrid-2 structure) in increasing the total oxygen coverage from 0.75 ML

to 1.00 ML (see Fig. 2.2).

To enable direct comparison with experimental results we have simulated O2 TPD

spectra for various initial coverages of oxygen based on our calculated formation en-

ergies using a first-principles-based approach, explained in detail in the Methodology

section 2.2. Previously, only the recent work of Bray et al. has used a first-principles
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a) Simulated TPD spectra
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b) Exp. TPD spectra [77]
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Figure 2.4: a) Simulated and b) experimental (from Ref. [77]) O2 TPD spectra ob-
tained from Pt(111) with initial coverages of 0.07 ML, 0.11 ML, 0.29 ML,
0.41 ML, 0.47 ML, 0.60 ML, 0.63 ML, 0.71 ML and 0.75 ML. A constant
heating rate of 1 K s−1 was used to obtain each TPD spectrum. All other
values needed for the simulation of the TPD spectra are given in Tab. 2.1.

reaction site model to simulate Pt(111)-O TPD spectra [147], while other published

simulations have either been limited to the low-coverage regime [162, 163] or made use

of desorption barriers obtained from fitting experimental data [68, 164]. The thermal

desorption rate for each oxygen binding energy regime (i.e. pure adsorbate, low–and

high-coverage buckled and subsurface-oxygen) along the convex hull in Fig. 2.1 is

described by the Polanyi–Wigner equation [159], where the coverage-dependent acti-

vation energies for desorption have been obtained from ReaxFF nudged elastic band

calculations on the key kinetic (bottleneck) steps. For the first regime the activation

energy for desorption corresponds to the desorption energy of 2.33 eV, since there is

no extra barrier for desorption than the energy difference between adsorbed oxygen

and O2 in vacuum (see Fig. 2.6). This is in agreement with the experimental de-

termination that the relevant TPD peak corresponds to desorption with an energy

of –1.11 eV/O [160, 165]. Activated associative desorption determines the activation

energies for desorption in the second and the third regime (2.15 eV and 2.12 eV, re-

spectively), in agreement with the experimental observation of activated desorption

for coverages above 0.25 ML [160]. In the fourth regime the activation energy for
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desorption (1.93 eV) is no longer determined by oxygen recombination, but instead

by oxygen diffusion from the subsurface to the surface. This concerted process, shown

in Fig. 2.3, requires two oxygen atoms, so that second order kinetics is maintained

across all four regimes. In contrast to recent theoretical simulations [147, 164, 166],

which neglect the coverage dependence of the pre-exponential factors altogether, we

follow Voter [161] in determining the pre-factors using ReaxFF vibrational frequency

calculations on the initial and transition states of the bottleneck steps. Additional

details are available in the Supplemental Material 2.5.

Several experimental groups have published TPD spectra for O2 desorption from

Table 2.1: Calculated values used to simulate the TPD spectra. Coverage-dependent
pre-exponential factors (ν(ΘO)) are reported in (ML−1 s−1) and coverage-
dependent activation energies for desorption Edes(ΘO) are reported in
(J mol−1).

ΘO (ML) ν(ΘO) (ML−1 s−1) Edes(ΘO) (J mol−1)

0.25 2.51E+14 225 197
0.40 3.44E+14 207 154
0.56 2.07E+14 204 259
1.00 1.70E+14 186 053

Pt(111) [77, 141, 160, 167, 168]. While there are minor differences in their spectra

due to differing experimental conditions, they are all in agreement with respect to the

main features of the TPD spectrum. Three desorption peaks (although Parker et al.

decompose the second peak into a double peak) are observed with the first saturating

at ∼0.25 ML and the second no later than 0.60 ML. Given this broad agreement

among previously reported spectra we compare our TPD simulations with the spectra

reported by Devarajan et al. [77] because they provide the most recent, detailed TPD

study of this system.

Our simulated TPD spectra are presented along with experimental ones in Fig. 2.4.

The initial coverages (0.07 ML ≤ ΘO ≤ 0.75 ML) were chosen to enable a direct com-

parison with these experimental spectra. The overall form of the calculated spectra

resembles the experimental results with three distinguishable peaks being observed
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in both (β1 − β3). However, the calculated spectra are shifted by ∼100 K, which

corresponds to an increase of ∼0.2 eV in the activation energies for desorption or a

hundredfold underestimation of the pre-factor.

The β3 peak results from the desorption of the p(2 × 2) overlayer and therefore

saturates at 0.25 ML as is evident in both the simulated and experimental spectra, as

is the shift in this peak’s maximum to lower temperatures as the coverage increases.

A second peak, β2, begins to contribute to the TPD spectra as the surface coverage

exceeds 0.25 ML and saturates at 0.56 ML as we know from our convex hull. The

convex hull also shows that what appears as a single peak in our simulated TPD spec-

tra is actually composed of two peaks (regimes 2 and 3) lying nearly on top of each

other, which explains the appearance of this peak as a single peak in one experiment

[77] and as a double peak in a second [160]. The β2 peak can be attributed to buckled

surface structures, which correspond to the experimentally observed protrusions at

these coverages [77].

The final peak results from the 1.00 ML lowest-energy subsurface oxygen structure

(see Fig. 2.1(i)), which is compatible with the experimental attribution of the β1 peak

[77] to 1D Pt-oxide chains.
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2.4 Conclusions

In conclusion, the ReaxFF approach has enabled us to carry out a detailed and ex-

tensive computational investigation of Pt(111)-O surface structures with oxygen cov-

erages ranging from 0.00 ML to 1.00 ML. By analyzing the surface-area-normalized

formation energies as function of the oxygen coverage we were able to identify thermo-

dynamically stable phases and develop a kinetic model for oxygen desorption, which

enabled first-principles-based simulations of O2 TPD spectra. The structures we found

to be most stable at different coverages correlate well with and even help to explain

structures observed in previously published STM studies. In particular we observed

two important structural motifs, which have been largely neglected in theoretical

studies, namely surface buckling and subsurface oxygen. Surface buckling, which we

observe for coverages as low as 0.25 ML, not only plays an important role in stabilizing

higher coverages, but might also be anticipated to significantly impact the catalytic

nature of the surface [157]. Reasons of altered catalytic activity could include sur-

face stress and strain, changes in electronic surface states and the reactivity of the

protruding platinum atoms mimicking that of adatoms. The low barrier for surface

to subsurface oxygen diffusion that we found demonstrates the kinetic accessibility

of the subsurface oxygen structures which can be appealed to to explain the exper-

imentally observed protrusions at coverages > 0.60 ML. Not only would one expect

these subsurface-oxygen structures to influence the (electro)catalytic activity of the

surface, but also influence the kinetics of surface- and thus by extension bulk-oxide

formation (e.g. by modifying the overpotential required for electrochemical surface

oxidation and reduction).
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Identification of key structures and processes
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Figure 2.5: Simplified representation of Fig. 2.1 clearly showing the four different
oxygen binding energy regimes together with top views of the identified
key structures (blue framed 0.25 ML, red framed 0.40 ML, green framed
0.56 ML, and magenta framed 0.94 ML structure).
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Figure 2.6: ReaxFF calculation of oxygen recombination within a p(2 × 2) overlayer
structure. The energy for desorption of two adsorbed oxygen atoms within
a perfect p(2× 2) overlayer to molecular O2(g) (black dashed line) is given.
Top views of initial (IS), transition (TS) and final states (FS) are shown
on the right side. Platinum atoms are various shades of gray, depending
on which layer they belong to; oxygen atoms are red. The oxygen atoms
involved in the recombination are darker.
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Figure 2.7: ReaxFF calculation of oxygen recombination within the 0.40 ML overlayer
structure. The energy for desorption of two adsorbed oxygen atoms within
a perfect 0.40 ML overlayer structure to molecular O2(g) (black dashed
line) is given. Top views of initial (IS), transition (TS) and final states
(FS) are shown on the right side. Platinum atoms are various shades of
gray, depending on which layer they belong to and light blue when buckled;
oxygen atoms are red. The oxygen atoms involved in the recombination
are darker.
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Figure 2.8: ReaxFF calculation of oxygen recombination within the 0.56 ML overlayer
structure. The energy for desorption of two adsorbed oxygen atoms within
a perfect 0.56 ML overlayer structure to molecular O2(g) (black dashed
line) is given. Top views of initial (IS), transition (TS) and final states
(FS) are shown on the right side. Platinum atoms are various shades of
gray, depending on which layer they belong to and light blue when buckled;
oxygen atoms are red. The oxygen atoms involved in the recombination
are darker.
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Figure 2.9: ReaxFF calculation of oxygen recombination within the 1.00 ML overlayer
structure as representative structure for the fourth regime. The energy
for desorption of two adsorbed oxygen atoms within a perfect 1.00 ML
overlayer structure to molecular O2(g) (black dashed line) is given. Top
views of initial (IS), transition (TS) and final states (FS) are shown on
the right side. Platinum atoms are various shades of gray, depending on
which layer they belong to and light blue when buckled; oxygen atoms are
red. The oxygen atoms involved in the recombination are darker.
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Figure 2.10: ReaxFF calculation of platinum surface buckling within a p(2 × 1) over-
layer with an additional oxygen atom involved in the buckling process.
DFT energies for the initial (IS), transition (TS) and final states (FS)
are plotted for comparison. Top views of IS, TS and FS are shown on
the right side. Platinum atoms are various shades of gray, depending on
which layer they belong to and light blue when buckled; oxygen atoms
are red. The oxygen atom involved in the platinum surface buckling is
darker. In contrast to our ReaxFF calculations, which exhibits a spon-
taneous platinum surface buckling with the addition of an oxygen atom
to the p(2 × 1) overlayer structure in a adjacent fcc site (IS), DFT-PBE
calculations predict platinum surface buckling only in the case for oxygen
adsorption to an adjacent hcp site (FS).
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Description of the TPD spectra simulation

The boundary conditions (icsx, x = 1-4) of each regime govern its contribution to the

overall TPD spectrum. The integration of the ODEs is carried out for each regime as

shown in the following:

1. if 0.00 ML < Θ1 ≤ 0.25 ML:

dΘ1

dt
= −ν(0.25 ML) ·Θ2

1 · exp
(

−Edes(0.25 ML)

R(T0 + βt)

)

,

ics1 = Θ1 −Θ0, with Θ0 = 0.00 ML.

2. if 0.25 ML < Θ2 ≤ 0.40 ML:

dΘ2

dt
= −ν(0.40 ML) ·Θ2

2 · exp
(

−Edes(0.40 ML)

R(T0 + βt)

)

,

ics2 = Θ2 −Θ1, with Θ1 = 0.25 ML.
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3. if 0.40 ML < Θ3 ≤ 0.56 ML:

dΘ3

dt
= −ν(0.56 ML) ·Θ2

3 · exp
(

−Edes(0.56 ML)

R(T0 + βt)

)

,

ics3 = Θ3 −Θ2, with Θ2 = 0.40 ML.

4. if 0.56 ML < Θ4 ≤ 1.00 ML:

dΘ4

dt
= −ν(1.00 ML) ·Θ2

4 · exp
(

−Edes(1.00 ML)

R(T0 + βt)

)

,

ics4 = Θ4 −Θ3, with Θ3 = 0.56 ML.

The full TPD spectra for various initial coverages, i.e. 0.07 ML, 0.11 ML, 0.29 ML,

0.41 ML, 0.47 ML, 0.60 ML, 0.63 ML, 0.71 ML and 0.75 ML is obtained from summing

up the contributions from each regime and multiplying the full expression by –1:

r(t) = rO2
des =

dΘO

dt
= −

(

dΘ1

dt
+

dΘ2

dt
+

dΘ3

dt
+

dΘ4

dt

)

. (2.5)
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Figure 2.11: Simulated TPD spectrum for ΘO = 0.75 ML (black solid line). The
spectrum is obtained by summing up the contributions from the four
distinct oxygen binding energy regimes.

As an example the case of the three-quarter monolayer is shown in Fig. 2.11. This

TPD spectrum clearly shows that the β3 peak can be ascribed to the p(2 × 2) over-

layer structure, the β2 peak is composed of two contributions, namely low- and high-

coverage buckled structures and the β1 peak can be ascribed to oxygen subsurface

structures.
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Description of the p(2 × 1) zigzagged structures

a) c)

b)

(a)�1 4x

(b)�1 6x

(c)�1 8x

(d)�1 10x

u

v

Figure 2.12: a) ReaxFF computed surface-area-normalized energies of formation of
various p(2 × 1) zigzagged structures, b) schematic showing the con-
struction of the zigzagged structures and c) topviews of the most stable
zigzagged overlayer structures.
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ReaxFF full list of structures and energies
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Figure 2.13: ReaxFF-calculated surface-area-normalized energies of formation for var-
ious oxygen configurations on Pt(111) as a function of the oxygen surface
coverage ΘO. These energies are computed relative to clean Pt(111) and
1.00 ML of fcc-adsorbed oxygen. Symbols (circles, squares, triangles
or crosses) denote calculated data points for various oxygen states (ad-
sorbed, buckled, subsurface, place-exchanged) that evolve on Pt(111).
This plot shows additional structures not included in Fig. 2.1.

Table 2.2: All investigated structures in the description of oxygen adsorption on and
the oxidation of Pt(111) in an oxygen coverage range of
0.00 - 1.00 ML are summarized with their total energies reported in
(kcal mol−1), their respective surface unit cells ((a × b)), their respective
numbers of oxygen and platinum atoms (N(O) and N(Pt)), their respec-
tive oxygen surface coverages (ΘO) reported in MLs and their respective
surface-area-normalized energies of formation (∆fE) reported in meV Å−2.

Structures Energy (kcal mol−1) a b N(O) N(Pt) ΘO (ML) ∆fE (meV Å−2)

0.04ML –25882.01950 5 5 1 200 0.04 –6.27

0.08ML –12468.89654 4 3 1 96 0.08 –12.94

0.11ML –9373.52895 3 3 1 72 0.11 –17.17

0.13ML –16685.62942 4 4 2 128 0.13 –20.18
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0.19ML –16777.10745 4 4 3 128 0.19 –31.37

Fig. 2.1(a) –4217.59216 2 2 1 32 0.25 –43.28

0.31ML –16945.29768 4 4 5 128 0.31 –47.83

0.33ML –9547.20625 3 3 3 72 0.33 –50.35

0.36ML –26582.15815 5 5 9 200 0.36 –55.44

0.38ML –17022.77860 4 4 6 128 0.38 –53.40

Fig. 2.1(b) –26674.41852 5 5 10 200 0.40 –62.81

0.44ML 1 –17093.91981 4 4 7 128 0.44 –56.43

0.44ML 2 –26743.02146 5 5 11 200 0.44 –64.09

0.48ML –26775.01586 5 5 12 200 0.48 –55.96

Fig. 2.1(c) –2145.85963 2 1 1 16 0.50 –60.18

0.52ML 1 –26877.97695 5 5 13 200 0.52 –66.08

0.52ML 2 –26869.88755 5 5 13 200 0.52 –64.00

0.48ML 1O sub V1 –26832.25138 5 5 13 200 0.52 –54.32

0.48ML 1O sub V3 –26830.79526 5 5 13 200 0.52 –53.95

0.48ML 1O sub V2 –26827.27692 5 5 13 200 0.52 –53.04

0.56ML 2 –9681.62886 3 3 5 72 0.56 –55.51

Fig. 2.1(d) –26951.29894 5 5 14 200 0.56 –68.58

0.52ML 1 1O sub V4 –26938.52335 5 5 14 200 0.56 –65.29

0.52ML 1 1O sub V1 –26933.07906 5 5 14 200 0.56 –63.89

0.52ML 1 1O sub V3 –26932.71710 5 5 14 200 0.56 –63.80

0.52ML 1 1O sub V2 –26931.25437 5 5 14 200 0.56 –63.42

0.48ML 2O sub V2 –26892.83281 5 5 14 200 0.56 –53.54

0.48ML 2O sub V1 –26889.81200 5 5 14 200 0.56 –52.77

0.48ML 2O sub V3 –26886.86735 5 5 14 200 0.56 –52.01

0.56ML 1 –17241.98380 4 4 9 128 0.56 –64.80

0.60ML –27017.84009 5 5 15 200 0.60 –69.33

0.56ML 3 1O sub V4 –27011.10772 5 5 15 200 0.60 –67.60

0.56ML 3 1O sub V2 –27006.86704 5 5 15 200 0.60 –66.51

0.56ML 3 1O sub V1 –27005.63546 5 5 15 200 0.60 –66.19

0.56ML 3 1O sub V3 –27005.53818 5 5 15 200 0.60 –66.17

0.52ML 1 2O sub V6 –26995.28637 5 5 15 200 0.60 –63.53

0.52ML 1 2O sub V5 –26993.97884 5 5 15 200 0.60 –63.19

0.52ML 1 2O sub V3 –26993.91870 5 5 15 200 0.60 –63.18
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0.52ML 1 2O sub V2 –26992.11415 5 5 15 200 0.60 –62.72

0.52ML 1 2O sub V1 –26990.10229 5 5 15 200 0.60 –62.20

0.52ML 1 2O sub V4 –26988.66736 5 5 15 200 0.60 –61.83

0.48ML 3O sub V1 –26951.31231 5 5 15 200 0.60 –52.23

0.60ML 1O sub V4 –27076.59621 5 5 16 200 0.64 –68.08

0.60ML 1O sub V3 –27072.15269 5 5 16 200 0.64 –66.94

0.60ML 1O sub V1 –27071.76670 5 5 16 200 0.64 –66.84

0.60ML 1O sub V2 –27071.55350 5 5 16 200 0.64 –66.78

0.56ML 3 2O sub V6 –27068.30793 5 5 16 200 0.64 –65.95

0.56ML 3 2O sub V5 –27067.83641 5 5 16 200 0.64 –65.83

0.56ML 3 2O sub V3 –27066.21759 5 5 16 200 0.64 –65.41

0.56ML 3 2O sub V4 –27064.22252 5 5 16 200 0.64 –64.90

0.56ML 3 2O sub V1 –27063.63955 5 5 16 200 0.64 –64.75

0.56ML 3 2O sub V2 –27062.94318 5 5 16 200 0.64 –64.57

0.52ML 1 3O sub V3 –27054.84628 5 5 16 200 0.64 –62.49

0.52ML 1 3O sub V2 –27052.65164 5 5 16 200 0.64 –61.93

0.52ML 1 3O sub V4 –27052.63669 5 5 16 200 0.64 –61.92

0.52ML 1 3O sub V1 –27050.76112 5 5 16 200 0.64 –61.44

0.67ML –9734.20419 3 3 6 72 0.67 –47.63

0.60ML 2O sub V6 –27133.12973 5 5 17 200 0.68 –66.26

0.60ML 2O sub V3 –27132.05482 5 5 17 200 0.68 –65.99

0.60ML 2O sub V5 –27131.56349 5 5 17 200 0.68 –65.86

0.60ML 2O sub V4 –27129.62389 5 5 17 200 0.68 –65.36

0.60ML 2O sub V2 –27128.98229 5 5 17 200 0.68 –65.20

0.56ML 3 3O sub V2 –27128.93878 5 5 17 200 0.68 –65.18

0.60ML 2O sub V1 –27128.09015 5 5 17 200 0.68 –64.97

0.56ML 3 3O sub V4 –27127.63082 5 5 17 200 0.68 –64.85

0.56ML 3 3O sub V3 –27126.88888 5 5 17 200 0.68 –64.66

0.56ML 3 3O sub V1 –27125.20595 5 5 17 200 0.68 –64.23

0.52ML 1 4O sub V1 –27115.21126 5 5 17 200 0.68 –61.66

0.60ML 3O sub V2 –27192.21845 5 5 18 200 0.72 –65.10

0.60ML 3O sub V3 –27191.58506 5 5 18 200 0.72 –64.94

0.60ML 3O sub V4 –27189.67107 5 5 18 200 0.72 –64.45

0.60ML 3O sub V1 –27189.07504 5 5 18 200 0.72 –64.29
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0.56ML 3 4O sub V1 –27188.79232 5 5 18 200 0.72 –64.22

Fig. 2.1(e) [77, 78] –4360.81276 4 1 3 32 0.75 –68.99

0.60ML 4O sub V1 –27251.59335 5 5 19 200 0.76 –64.01

0.78ML –9788.89256 3 3 7 72 0.78 –41.26

1.00ML 3O del –17512.55407 4 4 13 128 0.81 –71.28

1.00ML 4O del 1O add –17504.92593 4 4 13 128 0.81 –68.21

1.00ML 2O del V1 –17585.34676 4 4 14 128 0.87 –74.97

1.00ML 2O del V2 –17583.17585 4 4 14 128 0.87 –74.09

1.00ML 3O del 1O add V1 –17575.20759 4 4 14 128 0.87 –70.89

1.00ML 3O del 1O add V2 –17572.23318 4 4 14 128 0.87 –69.70

1.00ML 3O del 1O add V3 –17572.14039 4 4 14 128 0.87 –69.66

0.88ML –17537.92525 4 4 14 128 0.88 –55.92

0.89ML –9828.89909 3 3 8 72 0.89 –24.40

1.00ML 1O del –17655.55984 4 4 15 128 0.94 –77.62

1.00ML 2O del V2 1O add V1 –17643.96566 4 4 15 128 0.94 –72.96

1.00ML 2O del V2 1O add V2 –17642.21560 4 4 15 128 0.94 –72.26

1.00ML 2O del V1 1O add V2 –17640.90844 4 4 15 128 0.94 –71.73

1.00ML 2O del V1 1O add V1 –17638.34867 4 4 15 128 0.94 –70.71

0.94ML –17499.12218 4 4 15 128 0.94 –14.78

Fig. 2.1(i) –17716.70609 4 4 16 128 1.00 –76.63

Fig. 2.1(h) –4428.29545 4 1 4 32 1.00 –75.21

1.00ML 1O del 1O add V1 –17712.38538 4 4 16 128 1.00 –74.89

1.00ML 1O del 1O add V2 –17712.32268 4 4 16 128 1.00 –74.87

1.00ML 1O del 1O add V3 –17710.62524 4 4 16 128 1.00 –74.19

Fig. 2.1(g) [80] –4410.34203 4 1 4 32 1.00 –46.37

Fig. 2.1(f) [79] –2198.40590 2 1 2 16 1.00 –24.63

Pt(111) surface –1031.76116 1 1 0 8 0.00 0.00

p(1 × 1) –1095.37043 1 1 1 8 1.00 0.00
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Comparison between ReaxFF and DFT-PBE
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Figure 2.14: ReaxFF- and DFT-PBE-calculated surface-area-normalized energies of
formation for various oxygen configurations on Pt(111) as a function of
the oxygen surface coverage ΘO. These energies are computed relative to
clean Pt(111) and 1.00 ML of fcc-adsorbed oxygen. Black solid symbols
(circles, squares, triangles or crosses) denote ReaxFF-calculated data
points for various oxygen states (adsorbed, buckled, subsurface, place-
exchanged) that evolve on Pt(111) and red hollow diamond symbols the
most stable DFT-calculated data points for each coverage. Four distinct
oxygen-coverage-dependent regimes are evident from both the ReaxFF-
computed and DFT-PBE-computed formation energy hull. However, the
boundaries of each regime differ slightly within ReaxFF and DFT-PBE.
Furthermore, the discrepancy in formation energies between ReaxFF and
DFT-PBE increases with surface coverage. However, even at 1.00 ML
coverage the deviation between ReaxFF and DFT-PBE is only around
15 meV Å−2.
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Abstract

A detailed knowledge of the structure and degree of oxidation of platinum surfaces un-

der realistic conditions is essential for understanding the catalyst performance. How-

ever, experimental investigations of platinum surface oxides have been hampered by

technical limitations, preventing in situ investigations at near-ambient pressures un-

der which platinum oxides form, while their often highly disordered nature hindered

realistic theoretical studies. Furthermore, its time-dependent evolution has thus far

only received superficial treatment in the literature. Here we show by near-ambient

pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy that the time scale (t ≥ 4h) of the exper-

iment is crucial for the formation of platinum surface oxides. Complementary, we

use ReaxFF grand canonical Monte Carlo (ReaxFF-GCMC) calculations to predict

the structures and coverages of stable amorphous surface oxides in the temperature

range from 430 – 680 K at an O2 partial pressure of 1 mbar, the existence of which is

confirmed experimentally.

3.1 Introduction

The widespread use of platinum in heterogeneous catalysis and electrochemistry cov-

ers applications ranging from model systems to industrial processes [45–49]; therefore,

platinum surfaces have received extensive treatment in experiment and theory. Sur-

face oxide formation presents a key challenge in understanding the catalytic properties

of Pt surfaces, since many of the catalyzed reactions are carried out in oxygen-rich

environments. Indeed, surface oxidation is reported to alter the catalytic activity

and selectivity of platinum [157, 158]. Experiments and theoretical calculations have

both been used to study the oxidation of Pt(111). In several experiments employ-

ing a variety of oxygen precursors a stable p(2 × 2) oxygen overlayer with coverage

ΘO = 0.25 ML has been observed [76, 77, 141, 167], whose stability has been verified
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using DFT [74, 75, 78]. For ΘO > 0.25 ML Devarajan et al. [77] observed the ap-

pearance and growth of a zigzagged p(2 × 1) oxygen overlayer structure, which for

ΘO > 0.5 ML leads to one-dimensional Pt-oxide chains, modeled by Hawkins et al.

[78]. For ΘO = 1 ML, DFT calculations [156] comparing several proposed structures

[79, 80] found a structure exhibiting subsurface oxygen to be most stable. Higher ΘO

of up to 3 ML have also been observed experimentally. Saliba et al. [167] report the

formation of “oxidic” oxygen on Pt(111) starting at ΘO = 1.2 ML, leading to the

growth of PtOx particles into a disordered oxide film with ΘO = 2.4 ML. Weaver et

al. [141] observe the formation of Pt oxide domains for 0.75 ML < ΘO < 3.0 ML,

but note that their growth is kinetically limited. DFT calculations have also been

utilized to investigate highly symmetric surface oxide structures with up ΘO = 2 ML

[131]. However, limitations in the sizes of the systems that can be reasonably investi-

gated with DFT have thus far prohibited the consideration of amorphous structures

like those observed experimentally. Recent years have witnessed extension of surface

science techniques like XPS, conventionally limited to ultra-high vacuum (UHV) con-

ditions, to systems applicable at near-ambient pressures [169]. Therefore, observation

of adsorbates and oxidation states on the surface in a quantitative way is now possi-

ble in situ, i.e. under elevated pressures and thus bridges the pressure gap between

UHV and industrial conditions. Also, under such conditions, the surfaces of the cat-

alysts themselves often are altered [42, 170]. Indeed, Miller et al. used near-ambient

pressure XPS (NAP XPS) to study platinum surface oxides in situ [79], but did not

discuss the temporal evolution of the surface. To quantitatively investigate the growth

and structure of high coverage oxygen surface phases on Pt(111), we performed in situ

NAP-XPS measurements at O2 partial pressures of 1 mbar and temperatures between

300 and 700 K. ReaxFF-GCMC calculations were used to identify and characterize the

stabilities of amorphous surface oxide structures representative of the experimental

surfaces.
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3.2 Methodology

3.2.1 Near-ambient pressure XPS

The NAP-XPS chamber used is described elsewhere in detail [171]. As excitation

source a Si3N4 sealed Al/Mg dual anode (Specs XR-50 HP) was used. All spectra

were obtained by Mg Kα irradiation (1253.6 eV) at normal emission. XPS measure-

ments at pressures of up to 1 mbar are possible due to a differential pumping system,

which separate the electron analyser (modified Omicron EA-125) from the reaction

area. Background dosing via a leak valve was used to pressurize the measurement

chamber whereas a MKS Barathron 121 A pressure gauge (10−4 – 1 mbar) and a

hot cathode were used at elevated and low pressures, respectively. Acquisition times

of the in situ spectra of the survey spectrum, O 1s and C 1s regions were 8, 9 and

10 min, respectively. The binding energies of the O 1s region were corrected to the CO

bridge and on-top binding energies (531.1 and 532.8 eV, respectively) [172], whereas

the binding energy of the Pt 4f spectra is given relative to the binding energy of

metallic platinum. All coverages were referred to the c(4 × 2) superstructure of CO

on Pt(111) with a coverage of 0.5 ML. One monolayer (1 ML) corresponds to one

adsorbate molecule or atom per surface atom on the Pt(111) surface. For data evalu-

ation first a linear base line was subtracted from all O 1s spectra. The surface species

were fitted using a symmetric pseudo-Voigt function. The Pt 4f spectra were fitted

by an asymmetric pseudo-Voigt function after subtraction of a Shirley background.

The oxygen gas phase signal was fitted using an asymmetric line shape illustrating

the signal. Note that we found no influence of x-ray illumination on the oxide growth

(see Fig. 3.8).

A Pt(111) single crystal purchased from MaTecK with a purity of 99.999 % and an

accuracy of the polishing angle of < 0.1◦ was used for the XPS investigations. The

Pt(111) crystal was cleaned by cycles of Ar+ sputtering at 2×10−5 mbar (1 kV, 3 mA,

RT, 20 min) and annealing at 1100 K (2 min). The cleanliness of the sample was
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checked by XPS and surface order of the clean surface was verified by LEED. The

sample temperature was measured using a type K thermocouple directly welded to

the crystal. The purity of oxygen was 5.0.

3.2.2 ReaxFF GC-MC/MD

The GCMC simulations make use of the Pt/O force field developed recently [29] and

the hybrid grand canonical Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (GC-MC/MD) method

implemented in ReaxFF [27]. By definition (we are within the TV µO2NPt ensem-

ble) the system temperature (T ), volume (V ), oxygen chemical potential (µO2), and

number of Pt atoms (NPt) are fixed throughout the simulation. The following Monte

Carlo (MC) trial moves are available during the simulation: (1) addition of oxygen,

(2) deletion of oxygen, and (3) translation of oxygen. MC moves are executed on an

off-grid basis, as there are no pre-defined oxygen-insertion sites. Prior to applying ac-

ceptance criteria, the GC-MC/MD method algorithm performs a conjugate gradient

(CG) structural optimization step allowing the Pt lattice to restructure upon oxy-

gen addition. The CG relaxation is required to reach equilibrium, as insertion moves

without structural relaxation of the Pt lattice would result in high system energies

leading to high MC rejection rates. The CG relaxation step employed here uses a

convergence criterion of 0.5 kcal mol−1 Å−1 for the root mean square of the gradi-

ent of the energy, which is sufficient to allow the Pt lattice to locally restructure to

accommodate inserted O atoms as oxide phases are formed. After applying the CG

relaxation of forces, the resulting system energy is applied in the usual Metropolis

acceptance criteria [173, 174]:

P accept
insert = min

{

1,
V

λ3 (N + 1)
exp

[

− β (E2 − E1 − µO)
]

}

(3.1)

P accept
delete = min

{

1,
N λ3

V
exp

[

− β (E2 − E1 + µO)
]

}

(3.2)
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P accept
displace = min

{

1, exp
[

− β (E2 − E1)
]

}

(3.3)

where N is the number of oxygen atoms, λ is the thermal de Broglie wavelength of

oxygen, β is defined by temperature and the Boltzmann constant: β = (kB T )−1,

E1 and E2 are the system energy before and after the MC move, and µO is the oxygen

chemical potential. The chemical potential of oxygen is calculated from standard

statistical mechanical formulations:

µO(T, p) =
1

2

[

µO2(T, p
0) + kB T ln

(

p

p0

)

− (Ed + EZPE)

]

(3.4)

where µO2(T , po) is the chemical potential of O2 at T and p0 available in standard

thermodynamic tables [175], Ed is the bond dissociation energy of O2 and EZPE the

zero-point-energy correction. Further details regarding the implementation of the

GC-MC/MD method for ReaxFF are available in previous publications [27, 176, 177].
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3.3 Results and Discussion

In order to investigate the growth of platinum oxide, the O 1s and Pt 4f region were

monitored in situ over several hours at 1 mbar O2 and temperatures between 300 and

700 K. The aim of these experiments was to elucidate the time dependent develop-

ment of different oxygen phases at different temperatures. Fig. 3.1 a) shows selected

in situ O 1s spectra during the oxidation of Pt(111) at a pressure of 1 mbar O2 and

a sample temperature of 500 K as an example of a typical experiment. The O2 gas

phase emerges at 537.2 eV with its x-ray satellites at 527.0 and 528.7 eV (red fit) and

the surface species at 529.7 eV (blue fit). The quantitative analysis of this experiment

is shown in Fig. 3.1 b). Within the time resolution of our experiment, a coverage
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Figure 3.1: a) Selected O 1s spectra for the growth at p(O2)= 1 mbar and a sample
temperature of 500 K; gas phase (red) and surface component (blue) and
b) the respective growth curve obtained by deconvolution of the surface
signal.

exceeding 0.5 ML is reached quickly followed by a further, steady growth, which con-

tinues for at least the duration of the experiment (360 min). The O 1s spectra (last

in situ spectra) for similar experiments carried out at 300, 400, 600, 650 and 700 K are

shown in Fig. 3.7. After 260 – 265 min (the shortest experiment performed) platinum

oxide coverages of 3.7 (300 K), 1.5 (400 K), 3.1 (500 K), 1.4 (600 K), 0.4 (650 K)

and 0.3 ML (700 K) were obtained. Such oxidation experiments are very challenging
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as they are very sensitive to any impurities in the crystal (Si, Ca etc. [178–180])

and traces in the residual gas (CO, hydrocarbons etc.) and reproduction of exact

coverages in the ambient pressure regime within defined time scales is difficult. As

the surface oxides are not stable in UHV at temperatures above 400 K, they were

cooled down in 1 mbar O2 (T < 350 K) before pump-down to UHV conditions (see

also computational results). The high coverages obtained in the experiments at 300

and 500 K are discussed in more detail. In Fig. 3.2 a) and b), the Pt 4f and O 1s

spectra after the oxidation experiment in UHV are shown, respectively. Besides the

metallic Pt 4f 7/2 and 4f 5/2 contributions at 71.3 and 74.6 eV, the spectra taken after

oxidation at 300 and 500 K show additional contributions at 73.7 and 77.0 eV (i.e.

at 2.4 eV higher binding energy). These contributions are due to platinum oxide as

deduced from earlier experiments [79].

A closer inspection of the O 1s spectra points to differences in these two surface oxides,

even though they both correspond to an oxygen coverage of ∼3.7 ML. Whereas the

maximum for 300 K is found at 529.7 eV, it is slightly shifted towards higher binding

energies by 0.2 eV to 529.9 eV for 500 K and the peak is less asymmetric, indicating

an additional oxygen species at 300 K. After heating the oxides to 1000 K and 650 K

respectively, the surface is clean and Pt is in its metallic state, see Fig. 3.2 c) and d).

Note that the minor intensity in the O 1s region results from adsorption of residual

gases. In contrast to previous investigations, where oxide formation was not detected

below 400 K [79, 181], we observe pronounced oxide growth already at 300 K. Our

higher exposure times (albeit at lower pressures) compared with references [79, 158]

are one possible explanation for this difference, and would indicate that the growth

of platinum oxide is diffusion limited. XPS provided time-dependent quantitative in-

formation on the chemical state of the surface, while theory offers the possibility to

gain further insight to structural properties and a deeper understanding of the chem-

ical processes occurring at elevated pressures, i.e. at higher chemical potential. A

previous study considering ordered oxygen overlayers on Pt(111) with ΘO ≤ 1 ML

was only able to identify two stable adsorbate structures with coverages of 0.25 and
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Figure 3.2: a) Pt 4f spectra before (lower) and after (upper) an oxidation experiment
p(O2)= 1 mbar and different sample temperatures b) and the respective
O 1s spectra after the experiments c); Pt 4f spectra after heating the
sample to 1000 and 650 K respectively for the growth at 300 and 500 K
d) and the respective O 1s spectra.

0.40 ML between 440 and 780 K (for p(O2) = 1 mbar) with bare Pt(111) being sta-

ble for T > 780 K and bulk α-PtO2 for T < 430 K (see Fig. 3.15) [156]. From the

experiments one would expect to find more stable, high-coverage surface oxides at

these conditions. To identify such phases ReaxFF-GCMC simulations were carried

out at 7 different temperatures. The chemical potential of the oxygen atoms which

are added and removed to the system is determined by the simulation temperature

and partial pressure of oxygen (p(O2) = 1 mbar). Each simulation was started with

a clean 4×2
√
3, 9 layer Pt(111) slab, both sides of which were available for oxida-

tion. Attempts to add, remove or displace oxygen atoms at random locations in the

simulation cell were deemed successful when temperature-dependent MC criteria (see

method section 3.2.2) were satisfied. Results from the ReaxFF-GCMC simulations

at 600 K are presented in Fig. 3.3 as a representative example; the results at the

remaining temperatures are provided in the Supplemental Material 3.5. The oxygen

coverage over the course of the simulation is shown in Fig. 3.3 a). We find that the

coverage plateaus at ∼1 ML following its initial climb, and then increases steadily in
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the final half of the simulation. If one notes that 1 ML corresponds to a complete

monolayer on each side of the slab and 0.5 ML to a complete monolayer on just one

side of the slab, then the interpretation of these results is greatly aided by considering

the energies of formation for each structure accepted in the simulation as a function

of the oxygen coverage. Indeed the energy distribution (see Fig. 3.3 b)) shows the en-

ergetic landscape associated with the oxidation of further layers of Pt (i.e. the initial

energetic cost of first attacking it followed by the energetic gain of completing the ox-

idation) and thus reveals layer by layer oxidation which an examination of the related

structures confirms. A comparison of the coverages of the lowest energy structures

and the coverages around which the simulation plateaus (even if only temporarily)

suggests that there are notable metastable structures with approximate coverages of

∼1 ML and ∼3 ML. Similar results are obtained at 650 K except that oxidation be-
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Figure 3.3: Results from GCMC simulations at 600 K and an oxygen partial pres-
sure of 1 mbar, showing a) the oxygen surface coverage as function of
MC iterations and b) the free energies of formation as functions of the
oxygen surface coverage with respect to gas phase O2 and a clean Pt(111)
surface. The dashed blue lines in a) show possible saturation coverages.
The black line in b) separates structures with negative free energies of
formation from structures with positive free energies of formation. The
blue circles highlight the structures used to draw the phase diagram in
Fig. 3.4. The high densities of sampled structures at regular intervals of
coverage (∼0.6 ML) in (b) correspond to layer by layer oxidation. Results
for other temperatures are shown in the Supplemental Material 3.5.
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yond 1 ML is significantly slower, so that coverages greater than ∼1.5 ML are not

reached in the course of the simulation, and additional notable metastable structures

with approximate coverages of 0.33, and 1.25 ML are observed. At 700 K the GCMC

simulations identify the p(2 × 2) 0.25 ML structure to be thermodynamically stable

and at 800 K the clean Pt(111) slab, verifying the ability of our model to successfully

predict these structures found in experiments [76, 77, 141, 167]. At temperatures

below 600 K (i.e. 300, 400 and 500 K) oxide growth does not saturate until the entire

slab has been oxidized into an amorphous Pt-oxide slab. Because of the high stability

of the surface oxides this behavior is explained by the high surface to bulk ratio of

our simulation setup. This influence has been explored by varying the surface to bulk

ratio of different Pt-oxide surfaces proposed in the literature [21], i.e. α-PtO2(001),

β-PtO2(110) and PtO(100). This study shows the disproportionately high stability

of surface oxides and thus artificially driven complete oxidation of a 9 layer slab com-

pared to the stability region of the thermodynamic limit (i.e. the respective bulk

oxide regions), which is only approached by lowering the surface to bulk ratio by at

least one order of magnitude. Therefore, it would be a misinterpretation to conclude

that our model predicts the complete oxidation of the slab at these temperatures,

since the surface oxide structures formed (ΘO < 3.5 ML) lie energetically well above

surface oxide structures formed in the simulations at 600 and 650 K and the oxidation

of the entire slab is only driven by the high surface to bulk ratio in our simulation.

Thus (meta)stable surface oxide structures are only identified in the simulations at

600 K and 650 K.

Low energy structures (denoted with circles in Fig.3.3 b) and Fig. 3.12 b)) were

selected from these two simulations for further evaluation. For each of these struc-

tures the energy of formation of the oxide structure on each side of the slab was

computed separately to identify only the lowest energy structures. The most im-

portant of the structures are presented in Fig. 3.4. This phase diagram includes

two new stable phases: amorphous surface oxide structures with oxygen coverages

of 1.13 ML (PtO1.13) and 3.44 ML (PtO1.15), respectively. Thus, ReaxFF predicts
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Figure 3.4: Phase diagram for Pt(111) surface oxidation derived from low-energy
structures obtained in ReaxFF GCMC simulations at a MC temperature
of 650 and 600 K. Temperature scales in degrees Kelvin for values of ∆µO

at oxygen partial pressures p(O2) corresponding to UHV (10−13 atm) and
experimental (1 mbar) conditions are given at the very top. Side and
top views of the most stable and metastable structures (a)-(i) with their
respective surface unit cells (dashed blue lines) are shown. Oxygen atoms
are red; platinum atoms are various shades of gray, depending on which
layer they belong to in the initial structure or light blue when buckled
(for ΘO < 1.13 ML). Subsurface oxygen is observed starting with the
0.75 ML structure. The phase diagram shows four thermodynamically sta-
ble regions: clean Pt(111) (∆µO < –1.16 eV), adsorbed atomic oxygen (–
1.16 eV ≤ ∆µO ≥ –1.01 eV), surface oxide (–1.01 eV ≤ ∆µO ≥ –0.64 eV)
and bulk oxide (∆µO > –0.64 eV).
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Figure 3.5: Results for platinum oxide growth at an oxygen partial pressure of 1 mbar
and different temperatures obtained from a) Experiments and b) ReaxFF
GCMC simulations.

the existence of stable surface oxides for oxygen chemical potentials in the range

–1.01 eV ≤ ∆µO ≥ –0.64 eV (corresponding to 430 – 680 K in the experiment at

1 mbar O2, striped area in Fig. 3.4), and five stable surface phases for increasing oxy-

gen chemical potential: clean Pt(111), adsorbed oxygen (0.25 ML), two surface oxide

phases (1.13 ML and 3.44 ML) and bulk α-PtO2. Figure 3.5 shows the growth curves

obtained by experiment (NAP-XPS) and theory. Note that GCMC does not provide

real time units but MC iterations; therefore the growth curves cannot be directly

compared in terms of time scales. The respective coverages of the oxides grown at the

different temperatures and 1 mbar O2 obtained by NAP-XPS are shown in Figure 3.6

in combination with the results obtained from theory. The coverages determined from

XPS were referenced to c(4 × 2) superstructure of CO on Pt(111) with a coverage of

0.5 ML; going to coverages beyond 1 ML, the O 1s signal of the underlying oxygen

atoms will be damped by the overlayers. Therefore the coverages obtained were cor-

rected with the structure at 3.44 ML. For this purpose, a thickness of 3.31 Å of one

layer (PtO1.15) and an inelastic mean free path of 10.3 Å were used for calculation of

the corrected intensities using the TPP-2M formula [182]. The corrected coverages

are given in Fig 3.6 for all coverages exceeding 1 ML, whereas one platinum oxide

layer damps the intensity of the underlying layer by 27.5%. Note that the coverages
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p(O2)= 1 mbar from in situ O 1s spectra (black), UHV spectra after
pump-down (blue) and from the theoretical calculations (red).

for the growth at 650 and 700 K were determined from the last in situ spectra as the

respective oxygen phases were not cooled down in oxygen and desorption set in during

pump-down to UHV in case of the growth at 650 K, leading to an error of ∼20%. This

observation is in agreement with theory as it predicts instability of oxides in UHV

at temperatures exceeding 400 K (see Fig. 3.4). At 700 K, theory predicts 0.25 ML

where 0.3 ML are obtained from XPS, being well in the margin of error of our XPS

coverage determination. For 650 and 600 K surface oxides with a coverage of 1.13 ML

as discussed above were found to be stable structures by theory. For 600 K a coverage

of ∼1.5 ML was obtained from NAP-XPS. The GCMC simulation showed a plateau

ranging around 1 ML after which oxidation proceeds steadily further. For this oxi-

dation temperature the surface oxide did not grow, instead an oxide was prepared at

300 K and after 225 min and a coverage of ∼1.1 ML the sample was heated to 600 K

in situ for additional 200 min, leading to further oxide growth (see Fig. 3.9). As no

time scales of the oxidation process are predicted by GCMC, the oxidation at 600 K

does not start within the time scale of our experiment (400 min). The lower coverage

of 0.5 ML grown at 650 K might be due to the considerably shorter growth time of

264 min, meaning that the stable structure (surface oxide) at 1.13 ML was not yet
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reached. For 600 K < T > 430 K a surface oxide with a coverage of 3.44 ML was

found to be the most stable by GCMC and metastable for T < 430 K. In line with

this prediction, we obtained the highest coverages in the measurements at 300, 400

and 500 K. For these measurements we observed additional features in the Pt 4f core

level at 2.4 eV higher binding energy that are consistent with the formation of plat-

inum oxide, again in agreement with the GCMC simulations. The amorphous oxide

formed with molecular oxygen described here might be similar to the ozone-derived

oxide result obtained earlier [167]. At 500 K oxidation is likely to be faster due to

enhanced diffusion in the crystal than at 400 K. These results might also show the

strong influence of minor, in our experimental set-up, undetectable contaminations

with e.g. hydrocarbons.
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3.4 Conclusions

A combined approach of NAP-XPS and ReaxFF-GCMC was used in order to inves-

tigate and elucidate the growth of platinum oxides at 1 mbar oxygen partial pressure

and temperatures ranging from 300 to 800 K. Theory predicts five different stable

structures in this temperature window, namely clean Pt(111), chemisorbed oxygen,

two different amorphous platinum surface oxides and platinum bulk oxide, depend-

ing on the growth temperature. The simulations are in good agreement with the

experiment where highest coverages were obtained for 300, 400 and 500 K (3.7, 1.9

and 3.8 ML, respectively), where theory predicts amorphous surface oxides with a

coverage of 3.44 ML, respectively. Note that the saturation coverage might not yet

have been obtained in the time scales of our experiments (at least 4 h!). For 600 and

650 K a different amorphous surface oxide with a coverage of 1.13 ML was found to be

stable in the ReaxFF-GCMC simulations; in both cases we find coverages exceeding

the typical coverage of 0.25 ML for the p(2 × 2) chemisorbed oxygen superstruc-

ture, namely 1.5 and 0.5 ML, respectively, certainly belonging to surface oxides. As

GCMC does not provide real time units, unfortunately, temporal estimation of the

growth is not possible from theory and therefore one can only speculate whether the

predicted coverages are reached at longer exposure times. At 700 K, a coverage of

0.3 ML was calculated from in situ measurements which is in good agreement with

theory predicting 0.25 ML (chemisorbed oxygen). Also, no platinum phase was stable

at temperatures exceeding 400 K in UHV, which is perfectly in line with theory. In

conclusion we showed that the time scale (t ≤ 4h) of the experiment is very crucial in

case of platinum oxide formation at near ambient pressures. Different results obtained

previously are explained by their considerably shorter time scales [79]. From ReaxFF-

GCMC simulations amorphous surface oxides were predicted in the temperature range

from 430 – 680 K as stable structures.
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3.5 Supplemental Material

NAP-XPS measurement details

In situ O 1s XP spectra at 1 mbar O2 and different tempera-

tures
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Figure 3.7: Last in situ O 1s spectrum and fits for all temperatures.

Figure 3.7 shows the last in situ O 1s spectrum for all temperatures investigated in

this study. Again, the gas phase signals are observed at ∼537.2 eV (red); gas phase

signal satellites are again fitted (red) in order to extract the signals from the surface

oxide species. Please note the strong differences in the gas phase intensity due to
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minor deviations in sample position (<< 1 mm). The binding energy shift of the gas

phase is also explained by different distance between sample and first aperture leading

to the pumping stages. The spectra are shown after subtracting a linear background,

without scaling them; only an offset was used to plot the spectra.

Influence of x-ray illumination

We performed a measurement at 300 K and 1 mbar O2 and moved the sample hor-

izontally after pump-down to UHV. We took O 1s and Pt 4f spectra from different

regions of the Pt(111) sample. As we are putting the sample close (d ≈ 1 mm) to

the first aperture (d = 1.4 mm) which leads to the differential pumping stages up

to the analyzer and the sample is irradiated from one side by the x-ray gun, there

should be a shadowing effect as the aperture is shielding the x-rays from the sample

(d = 10 mm). In Figure 3.8 all the O 1s and Pt 4f spectra taken in UHV before

and after the oxidation at the different positions of the sample are shown. The blue

spectrum represents the one which is taken from the “shadowed” area, the red one

was taken from a region closer to the x-ray gun. As obviously no considerable changes

are observed, we exclude influence of the x-rays on the growth of the oxide.
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Figure 3.8: a) O 1s and b) Pt 4f UHV spectra of platinum growth at 300 K before
(black) and after oxidation at different sample positions (red, blue, green).
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Oxide growth started at 300 K and continued at 600 K
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Figure 3.9: Platinum oxide growth (uncorrected coverages) at p(O2)= 1 mbar and
300 K for 225 min, then heated to 600 K in situ.
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Simulation details

GCMC simulations
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Figure 3.10: Results from GCMC simulations at 300 and 400 K and an oxygen partial
pressure of 1 mbar, showing in (a) and (c) the oxygen surface coverage
as function of MC iterations and in (b) and (d) the free energies of
formation as functions of the oxygen surface coverage with respect to
gas phase O2 and a clean Pt(111) surface. Both types of plots show the
constant driving force towards bulk oxidation. Furthermore all structures
in (b) and (d) have negative free energies of formation showing that the
addition of oxygen is always energetically favorable. This behavior is
not surprising, since the employed temperatures at an oxygen partial
pressure of 1 mbar correspond to oxygen chemical potentials where the
α-PtO2 bulk oxide is the thermodynamically most stable phase.
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Figure 3.11: Results from GCMC simulations at 500 K and an oxygen partial pressure
of 1 mbar, showing in (a) the oxygen surface coverage as function of MC
iterations and in (b) the free energies of formation as functions of the
oxygen surface coverage with respect to gas phase O2 and a clean Pt(111)
surface. All structures in (b) have negative free energies of formation.
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Figure 3.12: Results from GCMC simulations at 650 K and an oxygen partial pressure
of 1 mbar, showing (a) the oxygen surface coverage as function of MC
iterations and (b) the free energies of formation as functions of the oxy-
gen surface coverage with respect to gas phase O2 and a clean Pt(111)
surface. The dashed blue lines in (a) show possible saturation coverages.
The black line in (b) separates structures with negative free energies of
formation from structures with positive free energies of formation. The
blue circles highlight the structures used to draw the phase diagram in
Fig. 3.4.
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Figure 3.13: Results from GCMC simulations at 700 K and an oxygen partial pressure
of 1 mbar, showing (a) the oxygen surface coverage as function of MC
iterations and (b) the free energies of formation as functions of the oxy-
gen surface coverage with respect to gas phase O2 and a clean Pt(111)
surface. The dashed blue line in (a) shows a possible saturation coverage
of ∼0.25 ML. The black line in (b) separates structures with negative
free energies of formation from structures with positive free energies of
formation (0 ML < ΘO < 0.5 ML).
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Figure 3.14: Results from GCMC simulations at 800 K and an oxygen partial pressure
of 1 mbar, showing (a) the oxygen surface coverage as function of MC
iterations and (b) the free energies of formation as functions of the oxygen
surface coverage with respect to gas phase O2 and a clean Pt(111) surface.
Oxygen surface coverage fluctuates around the clean surface (a). All
structures in (b) have positive free energies of formation.
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Phase diagram of ordered overlayers
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Figure 3.15: ReaxFF-computed phase diagram (left) for the Pt(111) surface oxidation
showing the surface free energy (γ) of stable and metastable ordered
oxygen overlayer and surface oxide structures taken from Ref. [156] as a
function of the oxygen chemical potential, ∆µO (referenced to O2(g) at
0 K). Gray shading indicates the region in which α-PtO2 bulk-oxide is the
thermodynamically stable phase. Temperature scales in degrees Kelvin
for values of ∆µO at oxygen partial pressures p(O2) corresponding to
UHV (10−13 atm) and experimental (1 mbar) conditions are given at the
very top. Top views (right) of the ordered oxygen overlayers (a)-(d) and
the surface oxide structures (e)-(f). Surface unit cells are illustrated with
dashed blue lines. Oxygen atoms are red; platinum atoms are various
shades of gray, depending on which layer they belong to or light blue
when buckled.



Summary and Outlook

The work presented in this thesis was motivated by the goal of gaining a fundamental

understanding of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on Pt, which could be the basis

for future catalyst developments. Particular interest was devoted to the investigation

of catalyst surface oxidation because the sluggish kinetics which plague technological

applications are believed to be caused by the formation of surface oxides. Therefore,

an accurate description of the catalyst morphology is of prime importance for a correct

description of the reactions occurring on it. However, since the electrochemical system

is too complex to be handled in toto by any individual theoretical method at the

atomic scale, the development of a multiscale approach is needed to take us from

surface science to electrochemistry.

The cornerstone of the multiscale approach presented in this work is the ReaxFF

reactive force field parameterization describing the energetics and kinetics of plat-

inum surface oxidation (see chapter 1). The force field development involved two

stages: training and validation. An entirely ab-initio-calculations-based training set

was constructed as the basis for optimizing ReaxFF parameters to correctly describe

all Pt-Pt, Pt-O and O-O interactions. Structures in this training set included vari-

ous bulk platinum and platinum-oxide phases, oxygen adsorbates on Pt(111), Pt(111)

surface oxides and oxygen adsorbates on vicinal Pt(111) surfaces. Validation followed

parameter optimization and comprised two stages. In the first stage the performance

of the optimized force field was measured against the training set and in the second
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stage the transferability of the force field to describe systems not explicitly involved

in the optimization procedure was tested. The transferability, which is an important

measure of the quality and reliability of a force field, was tested by studying oxygen

surface diffusion on a bare Pt(111) surface. Favorable agreement between DFT and

ReaxFF nudged elastic band calculations attested to the reliability of the ReaxFF

potential and justified our application of the potential in a second stage to study ad-

sorbate displacement within ordered overlayers. This was a first example of how the

ReaxFF force field can be applied to study systems which are too large for routine

DFT calculations. Of particular interest was the surface buckling we observed, which

led to highly stable local high-coverage regions for the higher coverage structures. In

a final application reactive molecular dynamics simulations were used to investigate

the diffusion of a lone oxygen adatom on Pt(111). By analyzing the random walk

trajectories at different temperatures, temperature-dependent diffusion coefficients

were obtained within the Einstein relation, which could be directly compared with

experiments. Even though the force field development was hard work, the numerous

advantages associated with the reliable reactive force field in terms of the computa-

tional speedup (five thousandfold), the magnitudes of the length and time scales it can

reasonably handle (compared with quantum mechanical methods), and its ability to

describe chemical reactions (in contrast to classical molecular dynamics simulations)

outweighed the time and effort which went into its development. Indeed, the ReaxFF

Pt-O parameterization we developed is an ideal tool for simulating everything from

model systems in surface science to realistically complex models of electrochemical

systems.

Our journey started with the investigation of the Pt(111) surface oxidation under ultra

high vacuum (UHV) conditions (see chapter 2). Mechanistic insights were revealed by

the ReaxFF calculations in which the surface oxidation process was shown to traverse

four different surface phases, i.e. pure adsorbate, high- and low-coverage buckled,

and subsurface-oxygen structures, as the oxygen surface coverage was increased up to

1 ML. Interestingly, platinum surface buckling is theoretically predicted for coverages
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as low as 0.25 ML and found to play an important role in stabilizing the p(2 × 1)

zigzagged oxygen overlayer structures and other related higher oxygen coverage struc-

tures by opening up vacancies in the subsurface for additional oxygen atoms to fill and

by reducing the oxygen-oxygen repulsion between adjacent oxygen atoms. Platinum

surface buckling and the diffusion of adsorbed oxygen to the subsurface were shown by

ReaxFF nudged elastic band calculations to have rather low barriers and thus to be

kinetically accessible even at room temperature. These observations were perfectly in

line with structural information obtained at these coverages by experimental scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) studies. Furthermore, ReaxFF computed reaction ener-

gies and barriers for oxygen diffusion and recombination processes on identified key

structures were used to extract coverage-dependent activation energies of desorption

and pre-exponential factors. From this data an entirely first-principles-based TPD

model was constructed which was able to describe and explain all the main features

of the experimental TPD spectra. This good agreement between theory and exper-

iments further validates the reliability and transferability of the developed ReaxFF

Pt/O force field and supports the identified mechanism of Pt(111) surface oxidation.

Moving further from the UHV conditions of the surface oxidation energetics and ki-

netics of highly ordered oxygen surface phases towards a description of electrochemical

oxidation, the investigation of Pt(111) surface oxidation at near-ambient conditions

was the next logical step (see chapter 3). Since experiments observed the growth of

PtOx particles into a disordered oxide film for higher coverages a more powerful tool,

capable of automatically sampling phase space, was needed for these investigations.

Therefore, the developed Pt/O force field was used within the hybrid ReaxFF grand

canonical Monte Carlo/molecular dynamics (GC-MC/MD) approach [27]. Indeed,

this combined approach enabled automated, stochastic sampling of phase space for

various Pt(111) systems in contact with an O2 atmosphere. The chemical potential

of the oxygen atoms which are added to and removed from the system is determined

by the simulation temperature and partial pressure of oxygen. Attempts to add, re-

move or displace oxygen atoms at random locations in the simulation cell are deemed
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successful when temperature-dependent MC criteria are satisfied. This theoretical

approach allowed us to follow the surface oxidation process at the atomic scale and

to predict the existence of stable amorphous platinum surface oxide structures. Fur-

ther evaluation of these low-energy structures within the ab initio thermodynamic

approach even allowed the prediction of the expected thermal stability range of these

surface oxide structures for experimentally relevant oxygen partial pressures. Indeed,

near-ambient-pressure x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy measurements confirmed the

existence and stable temperature range of these surface oxide structures at an oxygen

partial pressure of 1 mbar. Since no real time scale of the surface oxide formation

is obtainable from the ReaxFF GCMC simulations the importance of the time scale

(t ≥ 4h) for platinum surface oxide formation was investigated experimentally. This

example showed one possible way to successfully bridge the pressure gap between

UHV and near-ambient conditions by combining theoretical and experimental inves-

tigations.

The surface roughening, composed of platinum surface buckling and oxygen diffusion

to the subsurface, turned out to be the key processes in the formation of the sta-

ble amorphous surface oxide structures. More importantly, these structures are also

expected to exist under electrochemical conditions. Promising is the fact that these

amorphous surface oxides are more stable than the step oxides, which were proposed

based on DFT calculations, and whose existence was confirmed experimentally under

both UHV and electrochemical conditions [135]. Thus, it might be expected that

these stable amorphous oxide phases play a key role in the ORR under electrochem-

ical conditions and should therefore be considered in all further studies. Indeed, the

insights gained from these studies of the ORR on these surface oxides will be of great

value to scientists developing the next generation of ORR catalysts.

Possible approaches for studying the ORR were shown in abstract form for the wa-

ter formation reaction of H2 and O2 on Pt(111). Two strategies were followed: the

first one based on a microkinetic model (see Appendix A) and the second one based
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on ReaxFF reactive molecular dynamics simulations (see Appendix B). The microki-

netic model allowed for the computation of the rates of individual elementary reaction

steps and the overall rate per surface atom by solving the differential equations de-

scribing the coverage of each of the surface intermediates. However, in contrast to

the microkinetic model, the grand canonical molecular dynamics (GCMD) approach

developed within the ReaxFF framework accounts for the coverage dependence of

reaction processes (i.e. adsorption, desorption, dissociation, diffusion, reaction barri-

ers etc.), distinguishes between different surface sites and is not based on predefined

reaction paths. Indeed, new reaction paths, deduced from a careful analysis of the

elementary reactions, not considered so far by any other theoretical study or in the

interpretation of any experimental results, were obtained from these reactive molec-

ular dynamics simulations. Furthermore the surface coverage of intermediate species

as well as quantities of hydrogen peroxide and water produced as functions of the

simulation time were obtained.

Thus the ORR at the solid/gas interface has been successfully studied by two different

methods. The advantages associated with the ReaxFF GCMD approach developed

in this thesis definitely point to it as the preferred method for future studies. Indeed,

this tool has great potential insofar since it allows a user to progress from studies of

the ORR in the context of heterogeneous catalysis to studies under electrochemical

conditions by adding critical aspects of the electrochemical system (i.e. electrolyte,

electrode potential, etc.). Because the O/H parameters adopted in the Pt/O/H force

field correctly describe all critical properties of bulk water, including proton transfer

reactions [183], it is well suited for studying the solid/liquid interface. The influence

of the electrode potential can be included in a straightforward manner by applying

an external electric field during the reactive molecular dynamic simulations. Prelimi-

nary simulations employing both of these aspects are promising. Combining the Pt/O

force field developed in this dissertation with the Pt/O/H force field in the literature

[28] would allow for the investigation of the ORR on the predicted stable amorphous

surface oxides. Moreover, the ensuing force field would not be restricted to studies
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of the ORR but could readily be applied to other important processes including: the

hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) and the

oxygen evolution reaction (OER), so that both water formation and splitting can be

fully simulated on platinum.

Adding more elements to the force field would enable the study of additional aspects

of the catalytic system. The inclusion of C in the force field would allow one to study

the electrocatalytic activity of carbon supported nanoparticulate platinum catalysts in

all their complexity (e.g. degradation effects), because water splitting and formation

could be simulated on realistic “real-life-sized” catalyst particles sitting on realistic

catalyst supports. The addition of other transition metals to the force field would

enable the study of the same family of reactions on bimetallic or multimetallic nano-

alloy catalysts and investigate how these influence the catalytic properties. Indeed,

we have already developed Pt/Ni and Pt/Co force fields and applied them to mor-

phological investigations of PtxNiy and PtxCoy nano-alloy catalysts (see Appendix C).

Particularly interesting would be simulations using one-to-one models of the current

world record holder for catalytic activity with respect to the ORR, namely metal-

doped Pt3Ni octahedra and two of its closest competitors, platinum-based nanocages

and Pt3Ni nanoframes [184].
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Microkinetic Modeling of the
Oxygen Reduction Reaction at the
Pt(111)/Gas Interface

D. Fantauzzi, T. Zhu, J. E. Mueller, I. A. W. Filot, E. J. M. Hensen and T. Jacob

Catalysis Letters, 145, 451 (2015) [185] - with kind permission from Springer Science

and Business Media

Microkinetic modeling of the ORR at the Pt(111)/gas interface
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A microkinetic model of the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) on Pt(111) under a

gaseous H2 and O2 atmosphere is used to predict and explain which compositions of

H2 and O2 lead to the fastest rate of water formation for temperatures between 600 and

900 K. For a stoichiometric (2:1) mixture of H2 and O2 the rate-determing step is found

to transition from O⋆ hydrogenation to O2
⋆ dissociation over this same temperature

range. These results are explained in terms of the temperature dependence of the

surface coverages of O⋆ and H⋆ and are shown to be consistent with kinetic models

aimed at understanding the ORR under electrochemical conditions.
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ReaxFF GCMD simulations of the

ORR at the Pt(111)/gas interface

D. Fantauzzi, J. E. Mueller, K. C. Jung, A. C. T. van Duin and T. Jacob

to be submitted
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Reactive dynamics simulations are a powerful tool for using realistic models to in-

vestigate complex, reactive systems and their associated reaction networks. Besides

studying reaction paths previously observed in model systems, new reaction routes, the

competition between various reaction mechanisms and reaction centers can be inves-

tigated under a variety of realistic, external conditions. To better facilitate reactive-

dynamics investigations of steady state processes at surfaces, we develop a grand

canonical molecular dynamics (GCMD) approach for carrying out reactive molecular

dynamics simulations at constant chemical potential within the ReaxFF framework

and apply it to a study of the formation of water from a stoichiometric (2:1) mix-

ture of H2 and O2 at the Pt(111)/gas interface. The chemical potentials of H2 and

O2 are kept constant by maintaining constant partial pressures (i.e. populations) of

both the reactants (i.e. H2 and O2) and products (i.e. H2O and H2O2) in the gas

phase by adding (removing) molecules to (from) the gas phase to maintain the target

gas phase partial pressures. By monitoring the populations of the various molecules

and molecule fragments in the reactive molecular dynamics simulations elementary

reactions were identified and the surface coverage of intermediate species as well as

quantities of hydrogen peroxide and water produced were monitored as functions of

the simulation time. The elementary reactions observed include both reactions, which

have been long postulated based on both experimental and theoretical studies, and

new reactions, which have yet to be considered in either experimental or theoretical

studies.
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Synthesis, electrochemical

characterization and molecular

dynamics studies of surface

segregation of platinum nano-alloy

electrocatalysts

E. Favry, D. Wang, D. Fantauzzi, J. Anton, D. S. Su, T. Jacob and N. Alonso-Vante

Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 13, 9201 (2011) - Reproduced from Ref. [186]

with permission from the PCCP Owner Societies

Alloy Pt—M (M = Co, Ni) nanocatalysts, supported on carbon Vulcan XC-72, were

synthesized using the carbonyl chemical route. A high dispersion on such substrate

was revealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Alloy formation on the

nanometre scale length was shown by high-resolution transmission microscopy

(HRTEM) and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) on a nanoparticle. The
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metal M in Pt–M nanoalloys segregates preferentially on the nanoparticles’ surface,

as determined by the hydrogen adsorption electrochemical reaction. An increased

tolerance towards methanol of such nanoalloy materials was observed for the oxy-

gen reduction reaction (ORR) in acid media. To better understand the structure

and segregation phenomena of these nanoalloys, molecular dynamics (MD) with a

self-optimized reactive force field was applied.



Appendix D

ReaxFF potential functions

In the following, the general ReaxFF-potential functions are described in accordance

with previous publications [97, 187]. - with kind permission from Adri C. T. van Duin
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112 D ReaxFF potential functions

Overall system energy

The overall system energy in ReaxFF is given by equation (A.1).

Esystem = Ebond + Elp + Eover + Eunder + Eval + Epen + Ecoa + EC2

+ Etriple + Etors + Econj + EH−bond + EvdWaals + ECoulomb

(A.1)

The introduced energy contributions to this overall system energy are described in

the following.

Bond order and bond energy

Within the ReaxFF framework the bond order BO′
ij (uncorrected) between a pair of

atoms can be obtained directly from the interatomic distance rij (see equation (A.2)).

Thereby, ReaxFF distinguishes between contributions from σ-bonds, π-bonds and

ππ-bonds.

BO′
ij = BO′σ

ij +BO′π
ij +BO′ππ

ij

= exp

[

pbo1

(

rij
rσ0

)pbo2]

+ exp

[

pbo3

(

rij
rπ0

)pbo4]

+ exp

[

pbo5

(

rij
rππ0

)pbo6]

(A.2)

An uncorrected overcoordination ∆′
i can be defined for all atoms as the difference

between the total uncorrected bond order around an atom and the number of its

bonding electrons V ali.

∆′
i = −V ali +

nbrs(i)
∑

j=1

BO′
ij (A.3a)

These uncorrected overcoordination definitions are used to correct the uncorrected

bond orders BO′
ij using the scheme described in equations (A.4a)-(A.4f). The cor-

rection for atoms bearing lone electron pairs are softened by introducing a second

overcoordination definition ∆′boc
i (see equation (A.3b)). This allows atoms, which

bear lone electron pairs after their valence is filled (e.g. oxygen), to break up these
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electron pairs and involve them in bonding.

∆′boc
i = −V alboci +

nbrs(i)
∑

j=1

BO′
ij (A.3b)

BOσ
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i,∆

′
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)
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)

BOππ
ij = BO′ππ

ij f1
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i,∆

′
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)

f1
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i,∆

′
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)

f4
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∆′
i, BO′

ij

)

f5
(

∆′
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)

BOij = BOσ
ij +BOπ

ij +BOππ
ij

(A.4a)

f1
(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

=
1

2

(

V ali + f2
(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

V ali + f2
(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

+ f3
(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

+
V alj + f2

(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

V alj + f2
(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

+ f3
(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

) (A.4b)

f2
(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

= exp (−pboc1∆
′
i) + exp

(

−pboc1∆
′
j

)

(A.4c)

f3
(

∆′
i,∆

′
j

)

= −
1

pboc2
ln

{

1

2

[

exp (−pboc2∆
′
i) + exp

(

−pboc2∆
′
j

)]

}

(A.4d)

f4
(

∆′
i, BO′

ij

)

=
1

1 + exp
[

−pboc3
(

pboc4 BO′
ijBO′

ij −∆′boc
i

)

+ pboc5
] (A.4e)

f5
(

∆′
j , BO′

ij

)

=
1

1 + exp
[

−pboc3
(

pboc4 BO′
ijBO′

ij −∆′boc
j

)

+ pboc5
] (A.4f)

From the corrected bond orders a corrected overcoordination, ∆i, is calculated as

described in equation (A.5).

∆i = −V ali +

nbrs(i)
∑

j=1

BOij (A.5)

Finally, the covalent bond energies are calculated from the corrected bond orders BOij

as described in equation (A.6).

Ebond = −Dσ
eBOσ

ij exp
[

pbe1
(

1−
(

BOσ
ij

)pbe2)]−Dπ
eBOπ

ij −Dππ
e BOππ

ij (A.6)
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Lone pair energy

Equation (A.7) describes the difference between the total number of outer shell elec-

trons (e.g. 6 for oxygen) and the sum of bond orders around an atomic center (∆e
i ).

∆e
i is used to determine the number of lone pairs around an atom (see equation (A.8)).

∆e
i = −V alei +

nbrs(i)
∑

j=1

BOij (A.7)

nlp,i = int

(

∆e
i

2

)

+ exp

{

−plp1

[

2 +∆e
i − 2 int

(

∆e
i

2

)]2
}

(A.8)

For oxygen with normal coordination (BOij= 2, ∆e
i = 4), equation (A.8) leads to 2

lone pairs. For instance, as the total bond order associated with a particular O starts

to exceed 2, a lone pair gradually breaks up (see equation (A.8)), which causes a

deviation ∆lp
i (see equation (A.9)) from the optimal number of lone pairs nlp,opt (e.g.

2 for oxygen).

∆lp
i = nlp,opt − nlp,i (A.9)

This deviation is accompanied by an energy penalty (see equation (A.10)).

Elp =
plp2∆

lp
i

1 + exp
(

−75∆lp
i

) (A.10)

Overcoordination

ReaxFF imposes an energy penalty on the system for an overcoordinated atom (∆i > 0)

(see equations (A.11a) and (A.11b)). The degree of overcoordination is decreased if

the atom contains a broken-up lone electron pair. This is achieved by calculating

a corrected overcoordination (see equation (A.11b)), taking the deviation from the
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optimal number of lone pairs into account.

Eover =

nbond
∑

j=1
povun1D

σ
eBOij

∆lpcorr
i + V ali

∆lpcorr
i

⎡

⎣

1

1 + exp
(

povun2∆
lpcorr
i

)

⎤

⎦ (A.11a)

∆lpcorr
i = ∆i

−
∆lp

i

1 + povun3 exp

{

povun4

[

nbrs(i)
∑

j=1

(

∆j −∆lp
j

)

(

BOπ
ij +BOππ

ij

)

]}

(A.11b)

Undercoordination

For an undercoordinated atom (∆i < 0), ReaxFF takes the energy contribution

for the resonance of the π-electron between attached under-coordinated atomic cen-

ters (Eunder) into account. Eunder is only important if the bonds between under-

coordinated atom i and its under-coordinated neighbors j have π-bond character (see

equation A.12).

Eunder = − povun5
1− exp

(

povun6∆
lpcorr
i

)

1 + exp
(

−povun2∆
lpcorr
i

)

×
1

1 + povun7 exp

{

povun8

[

nbrs(i)
∑

j=1

(

∆j −∆lp
j

)

(

BOπ
ij +BOππ

ij

)

]}

(A.12)

Valence angle terms

Angle energy

As for bond terms, within the ReaxFF framework the energy contribution from va-

lence angle terms goes to zero as the bond orders in the valence angle goes to zero.
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The valence angle energy contribution is calculated according to equations (A.13a) -

(A.13g). The equilibrium angle Θ0 for Θijk depends on the sum of π-bond orders

(SBO) around the central atom j (see equation (A.13d)). Therefore, the equilibrium

angle changes from around 109.47◦ for sp3 hybridization (π-bond= 0) to 120◦ for sp2

(π-bond= 1) to 180◦ for sp (π-bond= 2) based on the geometry of the central atom j

and its neighbors. ReaxFF also takes the effects of over- and undercoordination in cen-

tral atom j into account (see equation (A.13d)), as determined by equation (A.13e),

on the equilibrium valency angle and thus including the influence of a lone electron

pair. V alangle is the valency of the atom used in the valency and torsion angle eval-

uation. For non-metals V alangle is the same as V alboc used in equation (A.3b). The

functional form of equation (A.13f) is designed to avoid singularities when SBO= 0

and SBO= 2. The angles in equations (A.13a)-(A.13g) are in radians.

Eval = f7(BOij)f7(BOjk)f7(∆j)
{

pval1 − pval1

× exp
[

−pval2 (Θ0(BO)−Θijk)
2] }

(A.13a)

f7(BOij) = 1− exp
(

−pval3BOpval4
ij

)

(A.13b)

f8(∆j) = pval5 − (pval5 − 1)
2 + exp

(

pval6∆anglej
)

1 + exp
(

pval6∆
angle
j

)

+ exp
(

−pval7∆
angle
j

) (A.13c)

SBO =
nbrs(j)
∑

n=1

(

BOπ
jn +BOππ

jn

)

+

⎡

⎣1−
nbrs(j)
∏

n=1

exp
(

−BO8
jn

)

⎤

⎦

×
(

−∆angle
j − pval8nlp,j

)

(A.13d)

∆angle
j = −V alanglej +

nbrs(j)
∑

n=1

BOjn (A.13e)
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SBO2 =

⎧

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎪

⎩

0 if SBO ≤ 0

SBOpval9 if 0 < SBO < 1

2− (2− SBO)pval9 if 1 < SBO < 2

2 if SBO > 2

(A.13f)

Θ0(BO) = π −Θ0,0 {1− exp [−pval10 (2− SBO2)]} (A.13g)

Penalty energy

The stability of systems with two double bonds sharing an atom in a valency angle

(e.g. allene) is reproduced by an additional energy penalty, as described in equa-

tions (A.14a) and (A.14b). The effects of over-/undercoordination in central atom j

on the penalty energy is described by equation (A.14b).

Epen = ppen1f9 (∆j) exp
[

−ppen2 (BOij − 2)2
]

exp
[

−ppen2 (BOjk − 2)2
]

(A.14a)

f9 (∆j) =
2 + exp (−ppen3∆j)

1 + exp (−ppen3∆j) + exp (ppen4∆j)
(A.14b)

Three-body conjugation term

To describe the stability obtained from conjugation by the –NO2-group a three-body

conjugation term is included within the ReaxFF framework as described in equa-

tion (A.15).

Ecoa = pcoa1
1

1 + exp
(

−pcoa2∆val
j

) exp

⎡

⎣−pcoa3

⎛

⎝−BOij +
nbrs(i)
∑

n=1

BOin

⎞

⎠

2⎤

⎦

× exp

⎡

⎣−pcoa3

⎛

⎝−BOjk +

nbrs(i)
∑

n=1

BOkn

⎞

⎠

2⎤

⎦ exp
[

−pcoa4 (BOij − 1.5)2
]

× exp
[

−pcoa4 (BOjk − 1.5)2
]

(A.15)
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Torsion angle terms

Torsion rotation barriers

Analogous to the angle terms the dependence of the energy of torsion angle ωijkl

is ensured to account properly for BOij → 0 and for BOij > 1 by equations

(A.16a) - (A.16c).

Etors = f10 (BOij, BOjk, BOkl) sinΘijk sinΘjkl

[

1

2
V1 (1 + cosωijkl)

+
1

2
V2 exp

[

ptor1
(

BOπ
jk − 1 + f11 (∆j,∆k)

)2
]

× (1− cos 2ωijkl) +
1

2
V3 (1 + cos 3ωijkl)

]

(A.16a)

f10 (BOij , BOjk, BOkl) = [1− exp (−ptor2BOij)] [1− exp (−ptor2BOjk)]

× [1− exp (−ptor2 ·BOkl)]
(A.16b)

f11 (∆j,∆k) =
2 + exp

[

−ptor3

(

∆angle
j +∆angle

k

)]

1 + exp
[

−ptor3

(

∆angle
j +∆angle

k

)]

+ exp
[

−ptor4

(

∆angle
j +∆angle

k

)]

(A.16c)

Four body conjugation term

The contribution of conjugation effects to the molecular energy are described by equa-

tions (A.17a) and (A.17b). The contribution of conjugation energy is maximized when

successive bonds have bond order values of 1.5 (e.g. as in benzene and other aromat-

ics).

Econj = f12 (BOij, BOjk, BOkl) pcot1
[

1 +
(

cos2 ωijkl − 1
)

sinΘijk sinΘjkl

]

(A.17a)
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f12 (BOij, BOjk, BOkl) = exp
[

−pcot2 (BOij − 1.5)2
]

exp
[

−pcot2 (BOjk − 1.5)2
]

× exp
[

−pcot2 (BOkl − 1.5)2
]

(A.17b)

Hydrogen bond interactions

The bond-order dependent hydrogen bond term for a X-H–Z system is calculated as

described in equation (A.18).

EHbond = phb1 [1− exp (phb2BOXH)] exp

[

phb3

(

r0hb
rHZ

+
rHZ

r0hb
− 2

)]

× sin8

(

ΘXHZ

2

) (A.18)

Correction for C2

Since ReaxFF erroneously predicts that two carbons in the C2-molecule form a very

strong (triple) bond, a new partial energy contribution (EC2) is introduced to correctly

describe the stability of C2. Equation (A.19) shows the potential function used to de-

stabilize the C2 molecule:

EC2 =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

kc2 (BOij −∆i − 0.04∆4
i − 3)2 if BOij −∆i− 0.04∆4

i > 3

0 if BOij −∆i− 0.04∆4
i ≤ 3

(A.19)

where ∆i is the level of under-/overcoordination on atom i and kc2 the force field

parameter associated with this partial energy contribution.

Triple bond energy correction

A triple bond stabilization energy is used to describe the triple bond in CO, making

CO both stable and inert. Equation (A.20) shows the energy function used to describe
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the triple bond stabilization energy, which only affects C-O bonded pairs.

Etrip = ptrip1 exp
[

−ptrip2 (BOij − 2.5)2
]

×
exp

[

−ptrip4

(

nbrs(i)
∑

k=1
BOik −BOij

)]

+ exp

[

−ptrip4

(

nbrs(i)
∑

k=1
BOjk −BOij

)]

1 + 25 exp [ptrip3 (∆i +∆j)]
(A.20)

Nonbonded interactions

Nonbonded interactions, comprised of van der Waals and Coulomb forces, are included

for all atom pairs, in order to avoid awkward alterations in the energy description

during bond dissociation.

Taper correction

ReaxFF employs a Taper correction, as developed by de Vos Burchart (1995) to avoid

energy discontinuities when charged species move in and out of the non-bonded cutoff

radius. Each nonbonded energy and derivative is multiplied by a Taper-term, which

is taken from a distance-dependent 7th order polynomial (see equation (A.21)).

Tap =
7
∑

n=0

Tapn r
n
ij (A.21)

The terms in this polynomial are chosen to ensure that all 1st, 2nd and 3rd derivatives

of the non-bonded interactions to the distance are continuous and go to zero at the

cutoff boundary. Therefore, the terms Tap0 to Tap7 are calculated by the scheme in
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equation (A.22), where Rcut is the non-bonded cutoff radius.

Tap7 =
20

R7
cut

Tap6 =
−70

R6
cut

Tap5 =
84

R5
cut

Tap4 =
−35

R4
cut

Tap3 = 0

Tap2 = 0

Tap1 = 0

Tap0 = 1

(A.22)

Van der Waals interactions

Van der Waals interactions are calculated using a distance-corrected Morse-potential

(see equation (A.23a)). Shielded interactions (see equation (A.23b)) are introduced to

avoid excessively high repulsion between bonded atoms (1-2 interactions) and atoms

sharing a valence angle (1-3 interactions).

EvdW = TapDij

{

exp

[

αij

(

1−
f13 (rij)

rvdW

)]

− 2 exp

[

αij

2

(

1−
f13 (rij)

rvdW

)]

} (A.23a)

f13 (rij) =

[

rpvdW1
ij +

(

1

γw

)pvdW1
]

1
pvdW1

(A.23b)

Coulomb interactions

Analogous to van der Waals interactions, Coulomb interactions are taken into account

between all atom pairs. ReaxFF uses a shielded Coulomb-potential as described in
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equation (A.24).

Ecoulomb = TapC
qiqj

[

r3ij +
(

1
γij

)3
]

1
3

(A.24)

Atomic charges are calculated using the electron equilibration method (EEM)-approach

developed by Mortier et al. (1986).



Appendix E

Pt/O force field parameters

The Pt/O force field is available in the electronic Supplemental Material,

see DOI: 10.1039/C4CP03111C - Reproduced from Ref. [29] with permission from the

PCCP Owner Societies
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Reactive MD-force field: Pt/O (D. Fantauzzi 2014)
39 ! Number of general parameters
50.0000 !Overcoordination parameter
9.5469 !Overcoordination parameter
26.5405 !Valency angle conjugation parameter
1.7224 !Triple bond stabilisation parameter
6.8702 !Triple bond stabilisation parameter
60.4850 !C2-correction
1.0588 !Undercoordination parameter
4.6000 !Triple bond stabilisation parameter
12.1176 !Undercoordination parameter
13.3056 !Undercoordination parameter

-51.3259 !Triple bond stabilization energy
0.0000 !Lower Taper-radius
10.0000 !Upper Taper-radius
2.8793 !Not used
33.8667 !Valency undercoordination
6.0891 !Valency angle/lone pair parameter
1.0563 !Valency angle
2.0384 !Valency angle parameter
6.1431 !Not used
6.9290 !Double bond/angle parameter
0.3989 !Double bond/angle parameter: overcoord
3.9954 !Double bond/angle parameter: overcoord
-2.4837 !Not used
5.7796 !Torsion/BO parameter
10.0000 !Torsion overcoordination
1.9487 !Torsion overcoordination
-1.2327 !Conjugation 0 (not used)
2.1645 !Conjugation
1.5591 !vdWaals shielding
0.1000 !Cutoff for bond order (*100)
2.1365 !Valency angle conjugation parameter
0.6991 !Overcoordination parameter
50.0000 !Overcoordination parameter
1.8512 !Valency/lone pair parameter
0.5000 !Not used
20.0000 !Not used
5.0000 !Molecular energy (not used)
0.0000 !Molecular energy (not used)
2.6962 !Valency angle conjugation parameter

2 ! Nr of atoms; cov.r; valency;a.m;Rvdw;Evdw;gammaEEM;cov.r2;#
alfa;gammavdW;valency;Eunder;Eover;chiEEM;etaEEM;n.u.
cov r3;Elp;Heat inc.;n.u.;n.u.;n.u.;n.u.
ov/un;val1;n.u.;val3,vval4

O 1.2450 2.0000 15.9990 2.3890 0.1000 1.0898 1.0548 6.0000
9.7300 13.8449 4.0000 37.5000 116.0768 8.5000 8.3122 2.0000
0.9049 0.4056 59.0626 3.5027 0.7640 0.0021 0.9745 0.0000

-3.5500 2.9000 1.0493 4.0000 2.9225 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
Pt 1.9820 2.0000 195.0800 2.0423 0.3309 0.3500 -1.0000 2.0000

12.3677 6.0083 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 6.5824 7.6812 0.0000
-1.0000 0.0000 133.1770 27.2704 1.8727 0.1586 0.8563 0.0000

-13.0000 1.7416 1.0338 5.0000 2.5791 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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3 ! Nr of bonds; Edis1;LPpen;n.u.;pbe1;pbo5;13corr;pbo6
pbe2;pbo3;pbo4;n.u.;pbo1;pbo2;ovcorr

1 1 142.2858 145.0000 50.8293 0.2506 -0.1000 1.0000 29.7503 0.6051
0.3451 -0.1055 9.0000 1.0000 -0.1225 5.5000 1.0000 0.0000

1 2 169.9971 0.0000 0.0000 -0.5042 -0.2000 1.0000 16.0000 0.0200
0.6890 -0.2000 15.0000 1.0000 -0.1319 5.2406 1.0000 0.0000

2 2 122.1369 0.0000 0.0000 -0.3578 -0.2000 0.0000 16.0000 0.2877
0.9897 -0.2000 15.0000 1.0000 -0.0853 5.4801 0.0000 0.0000

1 ! Nr of off-diagonal terms; Ediss;Ro;gamma;rsigma;rpi;rpi2
1 2 0.1065 1.9954 10.0000 1.5417 -1.0000 -1.0000
5 ! Nr of angles;at1;at2;at3;Thetao,o;ka;kb;pv1;pv2
1 1 1 80.7324 30.4554 0.9953 0.0000 1.6310 50.0000 1.0783
2 1 2 93.0852 14.8589 9.8975 0.0000 0.6543 0.0000 1.4199
1 2 2 72.4925 49.2408 2.5133 0.0000 -0.1077 0.0000 2.0066
1 1 2 84.8578 15.4368 3.1947 0.0000 1.7040 0.0000 1.1000
1 2 1 1.0000 50.0000 8.2763 0.0000 0.0235 0.0000 3.0000
3 ! Nr of torsions;at1;at2;at3;at4;;V1;V2;V3;V2(BO);vconj;n.u;n
1 1 1 1 -2.5000 -4.0000 1.0000 -2.5000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0 1 1 0 0.5511 25.4150 1.1330 -5.1903 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 1 1 2 -1.6582 50.0000 0.0100 -2.5000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0 ! Nr of hydrogen bonds;at1;at2;at3;Rhb;Dehb;vhb1





Appendix F

Pt/O/H force field parameters

The Pt/O/H force field is related to the manuscript “Multi-paradigm multi-scale sim-

ulations for fuel cell catalysts and membranes”, W. A. Goddard III, B. Merinov,

A. C. T. van Duin, T. Jacob, M. Blanco, V. Molinero, S. S. Jang and Y. H. Jang [28],

see DOI: 10.1080/08927020600599709. - with kind permission from Adri C. T. van

Duin
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Reactive MD-force field: Pt/O/H, see DOI: 10.1080/08927020600599709
39 ! Number of general parameters
50.0000 !Overcoordination parameter
9.5469 !Overcoordination parameter
26.5405 !Valency angle conjugation parameter
1.7224 !Triple bond stabilisation parameter
6.8702 !Triple bond stabilisation parameter
60.4850 !C2-correction
1.0588 !Undercoordination parameter
4.6000 !Triple bond stabilisation parameter
12.1176 !Undercoordination parameter
13.3056 !Undercoordination parameter

-51.3259 !Triple bond stabilization energy
0.0000 !Lower Taper-radius
10.0000 !Upper Taper-radius
2.8793 !Not used
33.8667 !Valency undercoordination
6.0891 !Valency angle/lone pair parameter
1.0563 !Valency angle
2.0384 !Valency angle parameter
6.1431 !Not used
6.9290 !Double bond/angle parameter
0.3989 !Double bond/angle parameter: overcoord
3.9954 !Double bond/angle parameter: overcoord
-2.4837 !Not used
5.7796 !Torsion/BO parameter
10.0000 !Torsion overcoordination
1.9487 !Torsion overcoordination
-1.2327 !Conjugation 0 (not used)
2.1645 !Conjugation
1.5591 !vdWaals shielding
0.1000 !Cutoff for bond order (*100)
2.1365 !Valency angle conjugation parameter
0.6991 !Overcoordination parameter
50.0000 !Overcoordination parameter
1.8512 !Valency/lone pair parameter
0.5000 !Not used
20.0000 !Not used
5.0000 !Molecular energy (not used)
0.0000 !Molecular energy (not used)
2.6962 !Valency angle conjugation parameter

3 ! Nr of atoms; cov.r; valency;a.m;Rvdw;Evdw;gammaEEM;cov.r2;#
alfa;gammavdW;valency;Eunder;Eover;chiEEM;etaEEM;n.u.
cov r3;Elp;Heat inc.;n.u.;n.u.;n.u.;n.u.
ov/un;val1;n.u.;val3,vval4

H 0.8930 1.0000 1.0080 1.3550 0.0930 0.8203 -0.1000 1.0000
8.2230 33.2894 1.0000 0.0000 121.1250 3.7248 9.6093 1.0000

-0.1000 0.0000 61.6606 3.0408 2.4197 0.0003 1.0698 0.0000
-19.4571 4.2733 1.0338 1.0000 2.8793 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

O 1.2450 2.0000 15.9990 2.3890 0.1000 1.0898 1.0548 6.0000
9.7300 13.8449 4.0000 37.5000 116.0768 8.5000 8.3122 2.0000
0.9049 0.4056 59.0626 3.5027 0.7640 0.0021 0.9745 0.0000

-3.5500 2.9000 1.0493 4.0000 2.9225 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Pt 1.9820 2.0000 195.0800 2.0423 0.3309 0.6000 -1.0000 2.0000
12.3677 6.0083 2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 4.6363 6.1590 0.0000
-1.0000 0.0000 133.1770 27.2704 1.8727 0.1586 0.8563 0.0000

-13.0000 1.7287 1.0338 5.0000 2.5791 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
6 ! Nr of bonds; Edis1;LPpen;n.u.;pbe1;pbo5;13corr;pbo6

pbe2;pbo3;pbo4;n.u.;pbo1;pbo2;ovcorr
1 1 153.3934 0.0000 0.0000 -0.4600 0.0000 1.0000 6.0000 0.7300

6.2500 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 -0.0790 6.0552 0.0000 0.0000
2 2 142.2858 145.0000 50.8293 0.2506 -0.1000 1.0000 29.7503 0.6051

0.3451 -0.1055 9.0000 1.0000 -0.1225 5.5000 1.0000 0.0000
1 2 160.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.5725 0.0000 1.0000 6.0000 0.5626

1.1150 1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0920 4.2790 0.0000 0.0000
1 3 161.1691 0.0000 0.0000 -0.2641 0.0000 1.0000 6.0000 0.1273

8.0163 1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 -0.1717 9.3297 0.0000 0.0000
2 3 179.8510 0.0000 0.0000 -0.6047 -0.2000 1.0000 16.0000 0.0388

0.5748 -0.2000 15.0000 1.0000 -0.1458 5.0000 1.0000 0.0000
3 3 122.1369 0.0000 0.0000 -0.3578 -0.2000 0.0000 16.0000 0.2877

0.9897 -0.2000 15.0000 1.0000 -0.0853 5.4801 0.0000 0.0000
3 ! Nr of off-diagonal terms; Ediss;Ro;gamma;rsigma;rpi;rpi2
1 2 0.0283 1.2885 10.9190 0.9215 -1.0000 -1.0000
1 3 0.1644 1.3669 12.0930 1.5859 -1.0000 -1.0000
2 3 0.1128 1.9155 10.1129 1.5035 -1.0000 -1.0000
18 ! Nr of angles;at1;at2;at3;Thetao,o;ka;kb;pv1;pv2
1 1 1 0.0000 27.9213 5.8635 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0400
2 2 2 80.7324 30.4554 0.9953 0.0000 1.6310 50.0000 1.0783
1 2 2 75.6935 50.0000 2.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.1680
1 2 1 85.8000 9.8453 2.2720 0.0000 2.8635 0.0000 1.5800
2 1 2 0.0000 15.0000 2.8900 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2.8774
1 1 2 0.0000 8.5744 3.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0421
1 3 1 95.0000 60.0000 1.4541 0.0000 4.0000 0.0000 1.2813
1 1 3 0.0000 1.0000 1.0243 0.0000 1.0001 0.0000 4.0000
2 1 3 0.0000 50.0000 4.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0000 1.2500
3 1 3 0.0000 26.7290 6.8612 0.0000 4.0000 0.0000 1.5552
1 3 3 89.4351 14.8824 3.8943 0.0000 2.2377 0.0000 2.4840
3 2 3 100.6048 32.2362 8.0087 0.0000 0.4198 0.0000 2.1758
2 3 3 100.3871 42.0526 2.2625 0.0000 -0.0110 0.0000 1.9253
2 2 3 90.0186 48.0852 0.9241 0.0000 1.5394 0.0000 1.3490
2 3 2 22.1744 28.4797 0.7861 0.0000 0.3044 0.0000 1.1850
1 2 3 74.1000 8.5500 3.9501 0.0000 1.0500 0.0000 1.4519
1 3 2 14.3493 50.0000 4.1953 0.5000 2.3152 0.0000 1.1000
1 3 3 180.0000 -50.0000 10.0000 0.0000 3.8624 0.0000 1.1000
9 ! Nr of torsions;at1;at2;at3;at4;;V1;V2;V3;V2(BO);vconj;n.u;n
1 2 2 1 2.5000 -4.0000 0.9000 -2.5000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1 2 2 2 0.8302 -4.0000 -0.7763 -2.5000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
2 2 2 2 -2.5000 -4.0000 1.0000 -2.5000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0 1 1 0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0 1 2 0 0.0000 0.1000 0.0200 -2.5415 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0 2 2 0 0.5511 25.4150 1.1330 -5.1903 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1 2 3 3 0.0000 0.0100 0.0100 -5.2275 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1 2 2 3 2.5000 2.1635 2.0000 -3.5654 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3 2 2 3 1.7276 50.0000 0.0100 -2.5000 -1.0000 0.0000 0.0000
1 ! Nr of hydrogen bonds;at1;at2;at3;Rhb;Dehb;vhb1
2 1 2 2.1200 -3.5800 1.4500 19.5000
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